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The basic building block of the nomad city
are recreational vehicles (RVs); trailers, motorhomes and camper vans. The RV is in itself

The nomad cities are poorly documented and
understood, especially in academia. With this
thesis I aim to change that. I have conducted
H[WHQVLYH ¿HOG VWXGLHV LQFOXGLQJ ERWK TXDQWLWDWLYHPDSSLQJDQGVHPLVWUXFWXUHGTXDOLWDtive interviews. The data has been analyzed
using a theoretical framework consisting of
network theory of Castells, spatial analysis
ideas of Lefebvre, Venturi, Friedman, Deleuze
and Guattari, and social theories of Bourdieu,
Foucault and Standing among others.

7KLV IURQWLHU VRFLHW\ RI XUEDQ ÀH[LELOL]DWLRQ
decentralization and total urbanization is a
product of the complexity and uncertainties
RIFLWLHVEHLQJDPSOL¿HGE\WHFKQRORJLFDODQG
social disruption, climate change and economic crises. In a mobile future, informal and
temporary uses will be important drivers of
development and the urban periphery a breeding ground for new forms of urbanism. How
do we govern, plan for and understand this
development?

A new nomad society is colonizing the desert landscape of the American Southwest.
It is a leaderless seasonal swarm, dispersed
but densely connected socially, able to form
and disband agile urban communities the size
of large American cities. It consists of highway bound leisure hunters driving extremely
wasteful vehicles that while parked are able
form a dense and resilient pioneer society.
They are predominantly retired and constructing a new American dream, an informal utopia
created from potlucks, social media, satellite
dishes and mobile homes.

Abstract

To encourage these practices the role of planning needs to be revised. It should not primarily be to decide what is built but to enable the
emerging practices that are there. Instead of
presenting a grand plan we should allow a
multitude of bottom up processes to lead development. In the words of Cedric Price: “The
primary aim of planning is not to specify an
ideal state but to open up to new possibilities”.

DK\EULGSKHQRPHQRQWKDWHPERGLHVFRQÀLFWing ideals of the American society: total freedom of movement, the reinvention of the self
on the frontier and the American dream. It is
both individualistic and community based, and
it’s urban forms are highly adaptable to societal changes, mirroring society’s development
as well as the changing landscape it inhabits. It
recreates itself and revises its citizens’ common
habitus with every iteration. The RV world
contains multiple layers of meaning for our
increasingly urbanized society. It is a frontier
for the expansion of exurbia and a physical
manifestations of the network society. It creates
small initiatives that create ripple effects and
thereby a transformation of the urban fabric.

Nomads, nomad cities, RV, trailer, motorhome, mobile home, mobility, desert, American dream, swarm, exurbia, decentralization,
freedom, network, Instagram, Quartzsite,
leisure, multitude, urban catalyst, California,
Arizona, America, USA
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Previous spread
RV Resort on the Colorado River, CA

Cities have always been complex and full
of uncertainties. Today these factors are
EHLQJ DPSOL¿HG E\ WHFKQRORJLFDO GLVUXStion and new challenges in the form of
climate change, social and economic crises
and health pandemics (Rode and Shankar,
2014). One symptom of this accelerated
development is that we are facing an urban
shift toward an increasingly mobile population. In the near future mobility will be a
central subject in all debates about how our
FLWLHVDUHGH¿QHGDQGUHJXODWHG .DQH 
Society as a whole is becoming increasingly
QHWZRUNHG DQG ÀXLG LQ QDWXUH DV FODVVLF LVVXHV RI FHQWUDOLW\ DQG VSDWLDO FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ
DUHEHFRPLQJVXERUGLQDWHWRVSDFHVRIÀRZV
(Castells, 2011). Decentralization and an
increased reach of the urban realm as well
as rapid urbanization due to migration from
rural to ever expanding urban areas follow.
Some of the drivers of this societal change
are technological innovations, geopolitical
changes and involuntary social and physical
mobility of the urban youth of the precariat.
In the face of this shift urban planning and
urban reality are poles apart, perhaps now
more so than ever.

A new form of nomad citizens are slowly colonizing the desert landscape of the
American Southwest. They are a leaderless
seasonal swarm forming and disbanding agile
urban communities the size of large American
cities. They are highway bound leisure hunters
driving extremely wasteful vehicles that while
parked are able to form a dense and resilient
pioneer society of never before seen magnitude. They are predominantly retired and they
are constructing a new American dream, an
informal utopia created from potlucks, social
media, satellite dishes and mobile homes. This
emerging society is very poorly documented
and understood, especially in academia, and
with this essay I aim to change that.

1.1 #newamericandream

The importance of informal and temporary
uses to cities are nothing new. The urban
periphery has always been the breeding
ground for new forms of urbanism. Following the great depression of the late 1920s
VTXDWWHU VHWWOHPHQWV DQG VHOIEXLOW VWUXFWXUHV ÀRXULVKHG$IWHU :RUOG :DU ,, HPHUgency housing and subsistence food cultivation were on the forefront of development.
'XULQJ WKH V DQG V SROLWLFDOO\
PRWLYDWHG VTXDWWLQJ ZDV WKH PRVW SURPLnent informal urban force in protest against
clean-sweep planning and speculation in
vacancy rates. In the knowledge society
inventions and progress still happen largely outside the architecture of the classic
economic apparatus (Oswalt, Overmayer
and Misselwitz, 2013), yet a majority of
architectural and urban research is focused
RQWKH¿[HGVWUXFWXUHVRIFODVVLFFLWLHV

Over the past two decades there has been a
boom in temporary practices in both America and Europe, key in this development has
been the transition from Fordism to knowledge-based economies. With this shift both
economy and urban structures have been
entirely transformed. Previously permanent
structures unraveled and long-term employment was replaced by a dynamic and often precarious working world. Relocation
of mass production to low-wage countries
has led to the emergence of large industrial
wastelands in American cities. Simultaneously commercial real estate is relocating to
H[XUEDQFHQWHUVDQGVKRSSLQJPDOOVRURI¿FH
districts at the same time as out-migration
and falling birth rates lead to a population
loss and empty residential buildings. In the
evolving urban fabric of large scale vacancies informal and temporary practices will
become ever more important as drivers of
development. Great arenas are formed for
informality and other practices where the
lack of institutionalization is not an obstacle,
UDWKHUDSUHUHTXLVLWHIRUVXFFHVV

1.
Introduction
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Motorhomes in Wal-Mart parking lot, Parker, AZ

7KH GUHDP RI LQ¿QLWH PRELOLW\ KDV PHUJHG
with the American dream to create the
wondrous set of vehicles of hybridity that are
called recreational vehicles (RVs). Motorhomes, trailers and camper vans are all
single family homes on wheels with a
perceived ability to go anywhere at any time,
free of local connections, rules and obligations. For those who choose these vehicles
as their home and subscribe to a mobile lifestyle it comes with a new community, a new
set of ideals, a new shared habitus and even
new kinds of cities (Bourdieu, 1990).

Freedom and mobility are long standing key
elements of American culture. Being able to
choose a successful individual route in life
is an integral part of realizing the American
GUHDP8SZDUGVRFLDODQG¿QDQFLDOPRELOLW\
regardless of your starting point is another
important notion. Since the early 1900s the
actual physical mobility has become increasingly present in our society. During the mid20th century World’s Fairs’ futuristic visions
of car culture embodied these ideals and the
avant-garde envisioned a 21st century of highways and unlimited car travel. Many of those
dreams have come true today, though maybe
not in exactly the utopian manner envisioned
50 years ago. But despite shortcomings like
congestion and pollution the mobility obsession has affected all sectors of the American
society today: how they consume, travel (of
course) and even how they live.

7ROHDUQKRZWRKDQGOHWKHÀXLGIXWXUHRIRXU
cities we need to look for clues elsewhere. We
need to look at the fringes of current urbanity, at the new frontiers of urban development
and the temporary informal practices within
the existing fabric. In this thesis I will focus
on one such space; the nomad cities and RV
communities that are the breeding ground
for a new American dream in the (ex)urban
realm of the American Southwest.

RECREATIONAL
VEHICLE

THE AMERICAN DREAM

2XU SUHVHQW GD\ ¿[HG VWUXFWXUH FLWLHV DUH
already very socially mobile and networked.
The informal communities and networks
of our cities today make up some of their
PRVWGH¿QLQJTXDOLWLHV7KLVPRYHWRZDUGV
a mobile society is to an increasing degree
also affecting the physical urban environPHQW :H QHHG WR ¿QG D ZD\ WR GHDO ZLWK
this. What then could be better than to investigate environments where urban life is
already totally mobile? The contemporary
nomad cities and networked communities
of the Southwest can teach us a lot when it
comes to resilience to change, temporality
and “rights to the city”.

1.2 Research Questions

In the desert landscape, on city streets, in mall
parking lots and online the RVs are in constant
ÀX[FUHDWLQJQHZXUEDQFRQ¿JXUDWLRQVDGDSWing to new conditions wherever they go. A
nomad city is an urban form that is not planned
EXW D UHVXOW RI D ÀXLG SDWWHUQ RI OLYLQJ WKDW
HPHUJHVZLWKLQDÀH[LEOHQHWZRUN7KHVSDWLDO
practices of nomad RVers also affect the idea
of what a home or a city is and challenges the
relationships between land ownership, citizenship, power, centrality and freedom.

INTERSTATE

FREEDOM ON
THE OPEN ROAD
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Following this introduction is a short historical survey of the development of nomadism
and American RV traditions. In the third chapWHUWKHPHWKRGRIP\UHVHDUFKDQGRIWKH¿HOG
studies are presented, based largely on the
writing of Lefebvre. In chapter four I present
a theoretical framework focusing on spatial
practices, mobile architecture, swarm behavior and large scale urban transformations. In
FKDSWHU ¿YH WKH UHVXOWV RI P\ UHVHDUFK DUH
SUHVHQWHG ¿UVW WKURXJK DQ LOOXVWUDWHG WUDYHO
journal and then through a more formal series of general observations regarding the
urban practices in the RV community.
Finally I have analyzed the gathered data and
drawn some conclusions regarding the mobile
future of our cities in chapters six and seven.

1.3 Disposition

Are mobile cities the future of urban development in a world of migrating communities
and extreme environmental occurrences? If
so; (How) are they designed? How do they
work? How does public space manifest itself
in nomad cities and communities?

7KHTXHVWLRQV,ZDQWWRDVNDUH
+RZ FDQ ZH PDNH RXU SUHVHQW ¿[HG
VWUXFWXUHFLWLHVDQGIXWXUHÀXLGFLWLHVPRUH
resilient to changing conditions in a mobile,
networked future where the relationship between center and periphery is changing by
learning from these societies?
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Egyptian Bedouin village, 2013 Photo by Lee Royal, CC

According to Encyclopedia Brittanica nomadism is “a way of life of peoples who do not
live continually in the same place but move
cyclically or periodically” (2014). It is different from migration in that it does not involve
a total change of habitat or a permanent move
from one location to another (Ibid). Nomadism is not the same as undirected wandering,
but rather a way of life based on staying at
temporary centers where life depends on
DYDLODEOHIRRGVXSSO\DQGSUR¿FLHQF\LQWHFKQLTXHV DQG WKH WHFKQRORJ\ IRU H[SORLWLQJ LW
(New World Encyclopedia, 2014).

$FFRUGLQJ WR .KDOGXQ ³WKH YHU\ QDWXUH RI
nomadic existence is the negation of building, which is the basis of civilization.” (Ibid,
S 7KLVOLQHRIWKRXJKWRIIHUVDQH[SODnation to why nomadic communities have
RIWHQ EHHQ VWUXFWXUDOO\ GH¿QHG DV ³DQWL
urban” and found to represent an unstable
transient “other” functioning outside of the
hierarchical structure of traditional urban
society (Simpson, 2010, p. 203). Maybe
this perceived dichotomy is also a reason
why transient societies often have been
considered threatening throughout history.

,QWKH´0XTDGGLPDK´DQHDUO\ERRNRIXQLversal history, sociology and theology, meGLHYDO 7XQLVLDQ KLVWRULDQ ,EQ .KDOGXQ RXWlines the basis for human cooperation and
RUJDQL]DWLRQ  +HGHVFULEHVWZR
distinctly different environments from which
all human societies have developed. First
there is the sedentary life of towns and agricultural villages, to which our contemporary
urban life today is a form of descendant. As
a contrast he presents the nomadic life lead
by tribes in the desert, traveling with the
seasons, adapting their route to optimize harvests and to gain access to hunting grounds.

2.1 Mobile Living Through History

2.
Nomadism

Today there are an estimated 30-40 million
nomads in the world and many cultures that
are settled today have a nomadic heritage
(New World Encyclopedia, 2014). However,
in modern society nomads are facing multiple issues in trying to preserve their culture
and traditions. Nomadic societies have seen
a drastic decline during the 1900s and early
2000s, much due to technological, economic
and geo-political changes. Among these factors are increased dominance of the political
goals of nation states and more rigid policing
of borders as well as new technologies weakening the relative military power of nomadic
societies and their political autonomy. The
development of new forms of transportation
has also made many areas previously only
accessible to nomads accessible to anyone
%DU¿HOG 

Through history there are three main categories of nomadic societies: hunter-gatherers,
pastoral nomads, and peripatetic nomads. All
three groups depend on nomadic practices for
their livelihood, creating different varieties of
survivalist nomadic practices. Hunter-gatherers follow seasonally available food sources
such as plants and game. Their practice is the
most established nomadic subsistence method. Traditional hunter-gatherer tribes include,
among others, the Bushmen of Southern
Africa and the Innu native to eastern Canada.
Pastoral nomads are seasonal movers who
herd and raise animals. They stay on the
move to be in favorable weather conditions
but also to prevent pasture depletion. Some
well-known pastoral nomads are the Bedouin
of the Sahara, the Fulani of central Africa and
WKH .\UJ\V ZKR VWLOO PDNH XS D PDMRULW\ RI
WKHSRSXODWLRQRI.\UJ\]VWDQ0RVWFRPPRQ
in developed nations are the peripatetic nomads, workers who travel from place to place
offering their trade. The most well-known
peripatetic society is perhaps the Roma people
who travel through most of Europe (Simpson,
2010; New World Encyclopedia, 2014).
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According to the US Census Bureau the
IURQWLHU ¿QDOO\ FORVHG LQ WKH V 7KLV
created an epochal change in American society’s relation to its exterior, both in the
form of untamed wilderness and the rest of

Exploration has always been a key element
RI$PHULFDQOLIH,QKLVHVVD\³7KH6LJQL¿cance of the Frontier in American History”
Fredrick Jackson Turner describes how the
westward expansion and the idea of the
frontier affected the American mindset of the
V  5HJDUGOHVVRIWKH(XURSHDQLQÀXHQFHDQGWKHJURZWKRIHDVWFRDVW
cities at the time, Americans could always
¿QG D ³SHUHQQLDO UHELUWK´ RQ WKH IURQWLHU
at “the meeting point of between savagery
and civilization” (Ibid). When the settler
eventually transformed the frontier, he himself had also been transformed.

2.2.1 THE FRONTIER

2.2 Mobile Living
in an American Context

One of few, or perhaps the only, emerging
nomadic society of today, is the RV Community of the United States, who primarily
inhabit the American Southwest. They use
modern telecommunication technology and
mobile homes to create an overlapping network of nomadic practices, showcasing a
never before seen agility and interconnectivity in a nomadic existence. Their practices
also differ from previous nomads in that they
do not need to stay on the move to survive.
They practice nomadism by choice, a leisure
driven lifestyle as a route to freedom and
VHOIUHDOL]DWLRQ 6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLV 

Among the tribes who are still practicing a
QRPDGLFOLIHVW\OHLQWKHWZHQW\¿UVWFHQWXU\
there are many examples of a sort of hybrid
condition, where some elements are still traditionally nomadic, while others are associDWHGZLWKD¿[HGVRFLHW\,WLVIRUH[DPSOH
not uncommon among nomads of the Gobi
and Sahara to attend universities of the dominant society and utilize modern technology,
such as portable generators and satellite TVs
(New World Encyclopedia, 2014).

Packing up the trailer for a family vacation Photo by Ardean Miller

the world. To make up for the loss of the
frontier then-president Franklin D. Roosevelt led the expansion overseas, where he
started what would become an empire building project lasting for more than a century.
Roosevelt was also a proponent of a strenuous life and became instrumental in the comPRGL¿FDWLRQRI$PHULFDQQDWXUHDQGZLOGHUness, as he helped expand the national park
system. Part of the idea was to set aside land
that would remain wilderness forever and
thereby simulate the functions of the frontier.
This made it possible for Americans to keep
“renewing” themselves, as they had before.
However, the perpetual wilderness of the
national parks will never be a place where
the future is produced, it is but a place of consumption, where nothing can be produced
(as was the case on the actual frontier), but
a sense of renewal of Americans through reFUHDWLRQ 6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLVS 

The depression and the Second World War
changed the fabric of American society in
many ways. Throughout this period trailers
came to be used as emergency housing and
transitory shelters for people working tempRUDU\MREVDQGWKXVDFTXLUHGDVRFLDOVWLJPD

The spatial practices of early campers were
fairly crude, they would just park by the side
RIWKHURDGRULQD¿HOGDQGFDPSRXWULJKW
there. This often angered the rural population, who saw the imposing city folks as yet
another threat to their way of life, following
WKH GHFOLQLQJ SUR¿WDELOLW\ RI DJULFXOWXUH 7R
VWDYHRIIWKHJHQWUL¿FDWLRQRIWKHFRXQWU\VLGH
campgrounds and trailer parks were devised
WR JLYH FDPSHUV FOHDUO\ GH¿QHG SODFHV WR
stay while on the road. In these formalized
camping arrangements campers who were
seeking to escape the constraints of their
everyday community found themselves camping out next to others like themselves. This
new community was one of homogeneity,
campers were generally middle class whites,
with a shared interest in nature that made it
easier to accept living remarkably close toJHWKHU 6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLVS 

As the national parks expanded and the car
became common, city dwellers looking for
recreation and leisure became a common
sight in the countryside. Gaining access to
nature was also the explicit purpose of many
early automobiles. Henry Ford designed his
T model Ford as a car for the multitude, and
PRUH VSHFL¿FDOO\ WR KHOS WKH PDVVHV JDLQ
access to “God’s great open space” (Ford,
  ,Q  1HZ<RUN 7LPHV HVWLPDWHG WKDW URXJKO\ KDOI RI WKH  PLOOLRQ
cars in the country at that time where used
for camping. Cloth-top campers and trailHUV GHVLJQHG WR ¿W ZLWK WKH 7)RUG KLW WKH
markets soon after the initial launch (SumUHOODQG9DUQHOLVS 7KRXJKWKHVH
vehicles were something entirely new, they
also echoed the covered wagons and horse
drawn caravans of the American pioneers on
the frontier who might, in turn, be considered
WKH ¿UVW SUHPRQLWLRQ RI WKH FRPLQJ PRELOH
living development (Simpson, 2010).

2.2.2 THE INVENTION OF LEISURE CAMPING

However, the phenomenon of mobile living still made people, especially in acaGHPLD IHHO XQHDV\ ,Q D  DUWLFOH DSWO\
titled “Mobile Homes: Instant Suburbia or
Transportable Slums?” the authors express
their worries regarding the fact that “the
mobile slum, unlike traditional slums, could
HVFDSH FRUUHFWLYH PHDVXUHV E\ ÀHHLQJ LQ
rag-taggle caravans, beyond the jurisdiction of the law” (Mills French and Hadden,

2.2.3. CRITICISM

The solution was to integrate the car and the
trailer to create the continuous unit we know
as a motorhome. In the beginning they were
mostly homemade transformations of cars
DQG EXVHV 7KH ¿UVW FRPPHUFLDOO\ DYDLODEOH
motorhome was notably not an American
design but a German one: the Volkswagen
camper van. It was introduced to the AmeriFDQ SXEOLF LQ  $V SRSXODULW\ URVH LW
was soon followed by van campers from
&KHYUROHWDQG)RUGDQG¿QDOO\'RGJH¶VKRXVH
FDULQ7KHVHQHZ land yachts were larger and permitted activities to take place while
the unit was in motion. The increased sophistication and size also made “raw” camping a
more viable option for more people, not just
for the adventurous. RVs were starting to feel
PRUH DQG PRUH OLNH ¿[HGVWDWLRQDU\ KRPHV
More importantly though, since the truck or
car that had hauled the camper was now gone,
it had become a pure leisure vehicle, existing
RQO\ IRU UHFUHDWLRQ DQG FRQVXPSWLRQ .DQH
 6XPUHOO DQG9DUQHOLV  6LPSVRQ
2010). The next step in RV development was
championed by Winnebago Industries. In
WKH\VWDUWHGPDVVSURGXFWLRQRIWKHPRtorhomes that would soon become so popular,
that they made the brand name Winnebago
synonymous with motorhome.

that was hard to shake. During the post war
era that followed Americans saw increased
ZHDOWK FRQVHTXHQWO\ WKH GHVLUH WR WUDYHO
and explore the countryside grew again.
The trailers from before were now deemed
unsuitable, not only due to the undesirable
connotation to transient housing, but also because growing house sizes in suburbia made
them seem small and cramped.

19

The Recreational Vehicle Industry Association, an industrial organization founded in
 KDV SOD\HG D NH\ UROH LQ HVWDEOLVKLQJ
59 FXOWXUH LQ $PHULFD DQG WKH VXEVHTXHQW
growth in RV ownership in the following
decades (Simpson, 2010). According to the
RVIA an RV is a “…vehicle that combines
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQDQGOLYLQJTXDUWHUVIRUWUDYHO
recreation and camping” (2011). There are
two main types of RVs: towable and motorized. Towable RVs are designed to be towed
behind a motorized vehicle, usually an automobile or truck, while the motorized RVs are
“recreational camping and travel vehicles,

2.3.1 WHAT IS AN RV?

2.3 Contemporary RVing in America

The issues that were pointed out by Mills
French and Hadden; that the mobile home
population is unpredictable and resilient, that
LW GH¿HV ORFDO FRGHV DQG WKDW ZH NQRZ WRR
little about its practices, are still true today.
,Q DQ LQFUHDVLQJO\ ÀXLG XUEDQ IXWXUH VRFLDO
scientists, local governments and architecture professionals all need to be more aware
of the temporary spatial practices of mobile
home communities.

Furthermore Mills French and Hadden state
that one main problem for effectively “dealing with” mobile homes and their inhabitants
is that we know so little about them, much due
to the fact that they tend to occupy the fringes
of cities, areas that are typically not zoned for
conventional housing. They conclude: “Social scientists have up to this point ignored
this phenomenal housing development. But
the number of mobile homes is increasing too
rapidly to ignore them or to rely on speculaWLRQDVWRKRZWKH\¿WLQWRWKHRYHUDOOKRXVLQJ
VFHQHRI$PHULFD´ ,ELGS

S 7KH\DOVRZRQGHUKRZWKHIDFW
that the creation of hillbilly havens, as they
call the trailer parks of those days, housing
hundreds if not thousands of mobile homes
can be created virtually overnight will affect
cities and point out that few cities have adHTXDWHFRGHVDQGSROLFLHVWRGHDOZLWKWKHVH
W\SHVRIÀXLGXUEDQGHYHORSPHQW ,ELG 
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7KHUH DUH YHU\ OLWWOH RI¿FLDO JRYHUQPHQWDO
statistics on the contemporary American
nomadic society. We do know that the pop-

%HLQJ DQ 59 RZQHU UHTXLUHV D ORW RI WLPH
know-how and devotion. It also means you
become a part of a new community, an informal continent-wide network of RVers
WKDWKHOS\RXZLWK¿UVWKDQGLQIRRQFDPSgrounds, travel destinations and repairs. RV
enthusiasts have also since the beginning
gathered to form rallies, formerly more formalized and organized but nowadays often in
a more informal and swarmed manner.

2.3.2 OWNING AN RV

Today both kinds of RVs usually offer ‘slideouts’ – expanding side walls that literally
slide out to offer more room once the vehicle
is parked. Fully expanded large RVs can
expand to up to 4.3m in width, producing a
KRPHRQZKHHOVRIXSWRVTXDUHPHWHUVLQ
ÀRRUDUHD 59,$ 

The motorhome varieties are more systematically categorized as Class A, B and
C. Motorhomes of Class A are the largest,
built on heavy duty commercial truck chasVLV WR FDUU\ KHDY\ ORDGV WKH\ XVXDOO\ ¿W 
people. The Class B motorhome is also called
a semi-integrated motorhome or a camper
van. It is constructed in a manner similar to
that of Class C motorhomes but is smaller.
Class C motorhomes are also known as coach
built, they have a trailer-style body that has
been mounted onto a van chassis. It usually
has a double bed over the driving cab.

There are a multitude of varieties within each
type of RV. Among the towables are: popup trailers that fold down for travel, large
¿IWK ZKHHO WUDLOHUV WKDW UHTXLUH D KHDY\ GXW\
truck with a truck connection to tow them, toy
haulers that are designed to carry other motor
vehicles and house people simultaneously etc.

built on or as an integral part of, a self-propelled motor vehicle chassis” (RVIA, 2011).
Towable RVs are commonly referred to as
trailers or caravans, motorized RVs are usually called motorhomes.

Full-timers are RVers who live a year-round
nomadic lifestyle. Going full-time is a way
of becoming totally free, both from geographical constraints and from the world
of consumption. Getting there is often described as a traumatic experience of giving
up a long term home and selling, storing or
giving away all your household possessions.
However, those who have given up their old
homes and lifestyles for a perpetual life on
the road enjoy the highest respect within
the RV community. In their ethnographical studies of RVing in America, Canadian
anthropologists Dorothy and David Counts
estimate that between two and three million
young-old Americans subscribe to a full time
PRELOHOLIHVW\OH  

Snowbirds W\SLFDOO\ VWD\ LQ D ¿[HG GZHOOLQJ
during the summer months and then travel
south in their RV during winter. Some residents of the southern states make the opposite
trip, and head north at the peak of summer to
avoid the heat. In general snowbirds spend beWZHHQDQGPRQWKVRIWKH\HDURQWKHURDG

Vacationers spend the majority of their time
LQD¿[HGUHVLGHQFHWKDWWKH\UHQWRURZQDQG
vacation in an RV, usually for a few weeks
out of the year.

In his writing on RV retirees, Deane Simpson divides RV enthusiasts into three subsets,
based on the amount of time they spend in
their vehicles: vacationers, snowbirds and
full-timers.

ularity of RVs has risen steadily since the
1950s, with only a few bumps in the road
in the form of energy crises and recessions.
A 2011 University of Michigan study, comPLVVLRQHG E\ WKH 59,$ FRQFOXGHG WKDW 
9 million American households own an RV
and that there are more 30 million people
who call themselves RV enthusiasts. They
are most popular among the age group 3554 but high ownership rates extend all the
ZD\EHWZHHQDQG\HDUVRIDJH0RVW
RV owners travel for a few weeks out of
the year, while others choose to stay on the
road for longer periods or even permanently
(RVIA, 2011).
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With the small-homes movement becoming
popular, an RV seems like a logical next step
in down-sizing. They often have comparable
VTXDUHIRRWDJHDQGDQ59LVXVXDOO\FKHDSHU
than a cottage or a regular home, which is
another reason why young professionals
choose to pay for gas instead of a mortgage.
A spokesperson for RVIA describes how after
the recession “people were more interested
in simplifying their life, being more frugal,
spending time with family, and reconnecting
with nature”. This new mindset, or maybe
rather the increased levels of poverty, also
made the industry change. As consumer con¿GHQFHGLSSHGDQGORDQVGULHGXSPDQXIDFturers had to look for new solutions. “Trailers
got smaller, lighter, and more aerodynamic,
so they could be towed more easily and ef¿FLHQWO\ ZLWK OLJKWHU YHKLFOHV´ 7KLV PRYH
along with the fact that in December 2014
U.S. gas prices hit a four-year low has made
vacationing and living out of an RV an affordDEOHFKRLFHRU¿QDQFLDOQHFHVVLW\IRUDJURZing number of families (Hopewell, 2015).

Active seniors make up a majority of this
emerging nomad society but they are not the
only ones living this life. With growing possibilities to work from the road and stay in
touch with relatives and friends through internet and satellite communications the mobile lifestyle is now also to a larger degree atWUDFWLQJ*HQ;HUV*HQ<HUVDQG0LOOHQQLDOV
who choose to forego home ownership, realign careers, and homeschool their children
to be able to be a part of the RV community.
As young families, creative professionals
and seasonal laborers decide to hit the road a
renaissance in RV sales has occured. According to a 2014 survey, motorhome registraWLRQVWKDW\HDULQFUHDVHGE\SHUFHQWRYHU
the previous year, registrations of towables
increased by 10.3 percent. Classic Airstream
trailers are now so popular that their manufacturer is forced to expand its Ohio producWLRQ IDFLOLW\ E\  SHUFHQW WR NHHS XS ZLWK
demand. These new mobile home owners are
part of a trend that is seeing motorhome sales
rise to levels they were before the recession
RI +RSHZHOO 
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Contemporary RV nomads are similar to the
traditional nomads in that they have parted
ZLWKWKHLGHDRID¿[HGGZHOOLQJDQGLQVWHDG
live life on the road, travelling on a predominantly seasonal basis. But they also differ
from the previous groups in one sense: they
do not rely on nomadic behavior to put food
on the table. Instead they travel by choice
as part of a leisure-oriented lifestyle. They
are leisure nomads and have a very different basis for their nomadic practices than
traditional survivalist nomad societies. The
spaces they use and claim as they travel

Due to a number of reasons, most importantly
perhaps economic and geo-political changes,
the number of societies practicing a traditional
nomadic lifestyle has been dwindling in the
last decades. By traditional nomads I refer to:
hunter-gatherers, pastoral nomads and peripatetic nomads, i.e. groups who depend on nomadic practices for their livelihood.

2.3.3 LEISURE NOMADS

Counts and Counts concluded that the demographic make-up of the group is varied, and
that it is made up of individuals from a wide
range of socio-demographic backgrounds.
However, the largest part of the group comes
from a suburban middle-class background
&RXQWV DQG &RXQWV  S   7KHVH
kinds of nomadic communities are nothing
new. However, the scale, the sophistication
and the connectivity these migrating communities display is unprecedented (Simpson,
2010, p. 203).

Since the early 2000s the RV clubs mostly
act online. Information exchange that formerly took place via regular mail now happens online via forums, chatrooms and social
networks. Online activities include buying
and selling RVs, getting tips on technical
and security issues, travel planning, dating,
recipes for RV cooking, guides to rallies and
fairs, etc.

For most RVers, belonging to RV Clubs is
vital to the mobile lifestyle. In RVIA’s records
from 1994 there are 12 national general RV
clubs and 32 clubs organized by RV brands
listed – numbers have likely grown substantially since then. The clubs’ main role is to
keep members in close communication with
one another and help maintain a sense of
community. This is done in a number of ways;
the clubs organize yearly or seasonal rallies
and publish newsletters and magazines. Clubs
often also offer services to their members,
such as parking spaces and mail redirection.

2.3.4 RV CLUBS

This lifestyle can be seen as a product of
three large contemporary societal changes:
the growth of the segment young-old Americans, retirees who are still healthy and active,
the increased individualization of society as
described by Ulrich Beck (1992) and the
rise of the network society (Castells, 2011).
Individualization is a societal shift visible
in recent decades in western countries, in
which traditional hierarchies become increasingly subordinated to individual choice
and freedom (Beck, 1992). At the same time
the increasingly interconnected world helps
RVers stay in touch with friends and family
and stave off feelings of loss and homesickness, thus they can feel more empowered and
IUHH&RQVHTXHQWO\WKHPRVWLPSRUWDQWIDFWRU
for RVers who go full time is the possibility
of “freedom, independence and adventure”
&RXQWVDQG&RXQWVS 

create a sort of distributed leisure space, intended for use by other full- and part-time
tourists like themselves (Simpson, 2010;
6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLV 

The largest RV rally in the US takes place in
Quartzsite, Arizona. At the turn of the century
Quartzsite was not much more than a highway
intersection and home to about 50 inhabitants.
Circa 1950 the town started to attract snowbird travelers during the mild winter months
DQG E\  WKH VHDVRQDO SRSXODWLRQ FRXOG
swell to upwards of 1500. Many of these winter guests returned year after year and some
decided to stay permanently. Since then the

2.3.5 THE NOMAD CITY

Since the increased online activity and subVHTXHQW ÀXLG PDQQHU RI RUJDQL]LQJ WKH 59
community numbers of clubs and members
are hard to estimate but contemporary online
resources of the community offer a massive
collection of information. Websites and social media efforts run by RV clubs seasonally support the coordination of thousands of
events and rallies (Simpson, 2010).

Many other clubs are based on the brand of
your RV and associated images of freedom,
retro styling or luxury. Such clubs include
the Winnebago-Itasca Travelers with 19 000
members and the Wally Byam Caravan Club
International (for Airstream trailer owners)
ZLWK   PHPEHUV 6LPSVRQ  %XUkhardt and Hunt, 2000).

With more than 1,5 million members The
Good Sam Club is the world’s largest RV
FOXE,WZDVIRXQGHGLQZLWKWKHH[SOLFLW
mission to help RVers get to know and help
one another. They publish their own magazine
called “Highways” and arrange multiple regional rallies known as Samborees. Escapees
is another interesting RV club with a notable
FLYLFHQJDJHPHQW)RXQGHGLQWRGD\LW
has more than 32 000 member families and
runs its own RV parks, a healthcare support
organization named Escapees CARE (Continued Assistance for Retired Escapees) that supports RVers who have had to retire from the
road, and the largest mail forwarding service
in the country. In addition, they also provide
online services, publish Escapees Magazine
each month and run a large biannual rally
called the Escapade (Simpsons, 2010).

The city’s name comes from the remaining concrete slabs of Camp Dunlap, a navy
training facility that was built on the site in
the 1940s. The camp was decommissioned
LQ  DQG VXEVHTXHQWO\ VWDUWHG WR DWWUDFW
PRELOHFLWL]HQV7KH¿UVWFLWL]HQVPLJKWKDYH
been creosote harvesters who were hired to
work in the area and decided to camp out by
the slabs in order to be closer to where they
worked. As the word about free camping
spread more and more people were attracted
to the area and eventually hundreds of people
called Slab City their home.

The second most famous nomad city is
probably Slab City. It is a free town trailer
community in the Colorado Desert of inland
southern California. It is inhabited by a few
KXQGUHG 59HUV DQG VTXDWWHUV IURP DOO RYHU
the US. Most live in run down RVs or old
vans and buses while some residents have
built sheds or simple houses. During summer
months the city more than doubles in size as
snowbirds pass through.

According to the 2010 census the town has a
SHUPDQHQWSRSXODWLRQRIDOLWWOHXQGHULQhabitants but it is estimated that between 1,5-2
million mobile homes pass through every winter. During the peak months January and February the population is projected to be between
300,000 to one million. This mass migration
forms a city that is one of the 15 largest in
the US. One rough estimate of the population
density at the population peak suggests that it
LVURXJKO\WKHVDPHDVWKDWRI1HZ<RUN&LW\
6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLVS 

community has grown slowly and attracted
more and more travelers through the large network of mobile home enthusiasts. Today the
snowbirds keep coming, attracted by cheap
RU IUHH FDPSLQJ DQG WKH IDFW WKDW WKHLU ¿[HG
income will last them a great deal longer here
.DQH   7KH PLOOLRQV RI SHRSOH ZKR
gather in and around Quartzsite during the
winter to socialize and visit the swap meets
and gem shows, effectively create the world’s
largest RV based city.
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Below and next spread
Corral Formation at Quartzsite, AZ
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- Jean Baudrillard

The point is not to write
the sociology of the car,
the point is to drive.
This way you can learn
more about the American
society than academia
could ever tell you.

According to Henri Lefebvre all public
spaces consist of three cooperating purposes: form, structure and function, existing in
symbiosis with each other. Every concrete
object is made up of a form, a structure and a
IXQFWLRQ SS 7KHVHSXUSRVHV
are measurable and describable and are thus
eligible for analysis. The term form describes
the aesthetics of the space, its physical limits and its volume, its directions and the
shapes within it. Function describes the way
in which the space is used and the purposes
of its use. The structure describes the interrelationship between function and form, how

7KHÀXLGVSDWLDOH[SUHVVLRQVRIWKHPRELOH
community of RVs is like no other urban
or rural environment. General conclusions
EDVHG RQ ¿[HG VWUXFWXUH FLWLHV DQG VSDFHV
cannot be used to describe it. Since the
built structure of the places I intend to analyze in this thesis are almost always mobile
vehicles as much as they are the building
blocks of temporary urban structures, a
new way of thinking and mapping is reTXLUHG

3.1 Background Analyzing Mobile Spatial Practices

To collect data for this thesis I visited a
number of spaces inhabited and seasonally urbanized by the emerging RV nomad
population of the American Southwest. I
conducted extensive mapping of the spaces
I visited by photographing, drawing and
mapping spaces, landscapes and built structures and their relationships to each other.
Furthermore I conducted interviews with a
series of inhabitants of the spaces I visited
to contrast my own experiences with an everyday user’s perspective on the places I
ZDVYLVLWLQJIRUWKH¿UVWWLPH,QWKLVFKDSWHU
I will describe the methods used to conduct
P\ GDWD FROOHFWLRQ LQ GHWDLO 0\ ¿QGLQJV
will be described in chapter 5. Results.

3.
Method

Another important factor to take into account when analyzing a space is time, and
PRUH VSHFL¿FDOO\ WKH WLPH DQ\ DFWRU KDV
VSHQW LQ D VSDFH $V RQH ¿UVW HQFRXQWHUV D
space it evokes certain emotions and attachment. This is followed by a phase of critical
GLVWDQFHDQGDSKDVHRIMXGJPHQWDQGUHÀHFWLRQ7KLVVHTXHQFHRISHUFHSWLRQDOFKDQJHV
happens in both the user’s and the observer’s
VSDWLDO FRQVFLRXVQHVV 6HQQHWW   ,W

In the mapping of any space it is crucial to
use more than one method for data collection in order to create a full picture of the
VSDFHLQTXHVWLRQ2QH¶VRZQH[SHULHQFHVRI
a space cannot be used as the only point of
reference since they are both unpredictable
and too subjective as sources of knowledge.
Any given person looking at any given space
ZLOO H[SRVH KLVKHU H[SHULHQFH RI WKH VSDFH
to selective screening, creating a biased data
VHW +DOO 

A more dynamic approach, a method that
shifts focus from the objects that physically
make up the space, is needed when we attempt to investigate the human relationship
to space. We need to avoid analyzing built
structures, objects and spaces on their own
and instead view them as part of the whole
space. We cannot just focus on physical
structures, but we need to combine the symbolic and architectural analysis with one of
human communication and activity creating
a holistic approach. We also need to consider
that both the objects and user groups within a
space change over time. The objects in space
form codes and signs in that space which can
help us understand the character of a physical
space and the stories it tells us can be related
to the culture and the people that inhabit the
space (Lefebvre, 1991).

actions undertaken in the space interact with
and relate to the objects that inhabit it (Lefebvre, 1991).
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7KH¿UVWSDUWRIP\PHWKRGFRQVLVWVRIGRFXmenting the thoughts and views of the people
I have encountered on the road and on the
internet. Collecting and understanding the
thoughts and ideas, as well as the dreams of
the future, of the inhabitants and users of a
space is an essential part of analyzing it. It
helps us understand the current characteristics of the space, but also how it has developed, and will continue to develop over
time, and how it can be used (Alexander,
  )LQGLQJ RXW ZKDW FROOHFWLYH GUHDPV
are shared among the community and how
they relate to the common practices, spaces
and landscapes helps us understand one vital

3.2 Qualitative Interviews

$ODVWKHHODERUDWHVLJQL¿FDQFHWKDWV\PEROV
provide to urban spaces are usually hard to
decipher for someone lacking emotional ties
to that space. However, long time users of a
space also experience stagnation of perception and they risk missing important details
when describing the space since they are but
unimportant everyday objects not worth noticing. Thus it is important to gather knowledge from many sources, and while conducting an analysis of a space include both the
views of the spaces’ everyday inhabitants
and the perspective of newcomers. In conclusion, a method that incorporates the views
of both the outside observer and the user is
needed. Without one the others’ perspective
can easily skew the outcome of the analysis. We also need to take into account that
both users’ and observers’ perspectives on an
environment change in accordance with the
amount of time they spend there.

takes time to fully understand the true meaning of an object, a building or a space. They
can encompass more than their mere physicality and their meaning varies depending on
setting and time. The symbolism contained
in an object and the implications it has for
the behavior of its user are both attributes
that need to be included in a spatial analysis. Furthermore, some symbols are so intricately immersed in their space that only
those who experience them on a regular basis
understand the way they function (Frampton,
2002). A temporary observer will understand
only a fraction of the true meaning of a space.
Our habits, and also our cultural background,
alter the way we perceive spaces and their
symbolic implications (Lefebvre, 1991).

,QWRWDO,LQWHUYLHZHGSHRSOHDQGWKHLQterviews lasted between 10 minutes and several hours over multiple days. The interviews
were conducted in various settings, sometimes in public outdoor spaces, sometimes
in the semi-public spaces between RVs in a

When electing people to interview as part of
WKLVUHVHDUFK,KDYHXVHGDPHWKRGGH¿QHGDV
exploratory samples based on a non-probability approach (Denscombe, 2010 pp. 24-25).
My target is not to achieve an accurate representation of the RV community but rather
WRVXUYH\WKH¿HOGDQGJDWKHUNQRZOHGJHRQ
how the researched subject is constituted, thus
an exploratory sampling method was chosen.
0RUH VSHFL¿FDOO\ WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ WKH LQterviews conducted have been chosen based
on relevance to the researched environment,
and include RVers, park rangers, RV salespeople and other travelers. The sampling of
interviewees is not aiming to represent an accurate cross-section of the RV community, it
is merely an exploratory sample of the people
I encountered along the road.

The interviews I conducted as a part of this
thesis project are in Martyn Denscombe’s
GH¿QLWLRQ FRQVLGHUHG WR EH RI D VHPLVWUXFWXUHG QDWXUH  S   &KDUDFWHULVWLFV
of semi-structured interviews are that the
participants are encouraged to elaborate and
explain the story behind their answers. The
LQWHUYLHZHU LQ WXUQ FDQ KDYH D ÀH[LEOH DSSURDFKWRWKHRUGHUTXHVWLRQVDUHDVNHGDQG
the answers are given (Denscombe, 2010).

Interviews with the members of contemporary RV nomad societies give us an insight
into how they, the ones who actually use
the space, view their environment and how
they would like to see it evolve. To record
the thoughts of individual RVers and their descriptions of RV spatial practices I have conGXFWHGTXDOLWDWLYHLQWHUYLHZV,QWHUYLHZVDUH
FRPPRQO\XVHGWRFROOHFWDTXDOLWDWLYHEDVH
for analysis. By engaging in a more in depth
conversation with a select few individuals it
is possible to collect more complex answers.
An alternative method would have been the
XVH RI TXHVWLRQQDLUHV WKH\ DUH WLPH HIIHFtive and can reach more individuals but risk
missing in depth perspectives (Denscombe,
2010).

component that creates the special bond that
EHFRPHVDFRPPXQLW\ $OH[DQGHU 

$VSDFHLVQRWMXVWGH¿QHGE\OD\RXWRUWKH
vertical and horizontal boundaries that are
visible to the eye. As important elements of
the story of a space are those that describe
how walls and ground feel when you touch
them, how the desert smells on a misty morn-

The second part of the method consists of
D TXDQWLWDWLYH PDSSLQJ RI WKH ODQGVFDSHV
urban conglomerations and exurban spaces
that are inhabited by the RV community. In
this mapping process I was careful not just to
use sight as my sensory tool but all my senses. Sight is after all just one of many parts
of our body that can sense space (Lefebvre,
 3DOODVPDD   .HQQHWK )UDPSWRQ
described the necessity of a complete sensory mapping very well: “one has in mind a
whole range of complementary sensory perceptions which are registered by the labile
body: the intensity of light, darkness, heat
and cold; the feeling of humidity; the aroma
of material; the almost palpable presence of
PDVRQU\DVWKHERG\VHQVHVLWVRZQFRQ¿QHment; the momentum of an induced gait and
the relative inertia of the body as it traverses
WKHÀRRUWKHHFKRLQJUHVRQDQFHRIRXURZQ
footfall” (Frampton, 2002 p. 31).

3.3 Quantitative Mapping
of the Cities of the RV

+RZ WR SKUDVH TXHVWLRQV DQG KRZ WR ZRUG
comments during an interview is a delicate task. It is important that the interviewees feel comfortable and willing to share
their thoughts, beliefs and experiences, and
that they feel respected as individuals. The
identity of the individual RVers will not be
revealed or in any way made recognizable.
All informants were given alias names to
simplify the presentation of the results of the
analysis.

more mobile urban setting or in locations for
RV sales. A few interviews were carried out
in the private sphere of the homes of RVers.
All interviews were conducted at the interview objects’ own convenience in their own
territory in order to let them freely elaborate
on the topics of discussion. All interviews
were conducted in English. I chose not to
record the interviews to make the conversations less formal and instead took notes that
were later transcribed and integrated with the
Notes from the Road (5.2) section of the Results chapter.

Older Class A Motorhome at Quartzsite, AZ
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I have surveyed online forums, social media
and applications that are commonly used by
RVers for interaction, communication and
information exchange. Some of my most inWHUHVWLQJ¿QGLQJVZHUHGRQHRQWKH,QVWDJUDP
accounts of individual RVers and RV corporations. In many instances the testaments found
on Instagram were more relevant and stronger
than what I was able to capture during interviews on the road. The strong community of
lifestyle nomads use their social media outlets
to continuously communicate both their spatial and social practices as well as personal
accounts of meetings with other RVers, meditations on nature and landscape and accounts
of everyday life on the road. When using this
type of accounts as a basis of research one of
course has to take into account that the users have edited what they share and that they
might only share a slice of reality that they
¿QGIDYRUDEOH7KHUHIRUH,KDYHWULHGWRFRQtrast this image to what I have learned by observing the same landscape and practices on
site and what I have learned from interviews
conducted on the road.

3.4 Mapping of RVer Online Presence

,QKLVZULWLQJV.HQQHWK)UDPSWRQDLPVWRFUHate a better understanding of space and establish a more poetic and desirable approach to
architecture. He describes a method where the
whole body, not just the eyes, are used as a
tool for making the space readable to the human mind (2002). Therefore, my aim has been
to use as many senses as possible in my mapping process and to experience my object of
study over an extended stretch of time.

ing, how a truck engine roars when stuck in
VRIW VDQG RU KRZ WKH FDPS¿UH VWRYH IRRG
tastes after a long day on the road. The more
sensory components we use to paint the picture the better a sense of the space we get
(Pallasmaa, 2012).

As tools of analysis photos, maps and drawings are all helpful in describing a space and
its characteristics. However two-dimensional
depictions of a space can also be problematic;
they are limited in format and can never portray a space in its entirety and they can also
HDVLO\KLGHÀDZVRIDVSDFHEHLQJSRUWUD\HG
(Lefebvre, 1991). Images alone as a basis of
analysis or description can thus lack a certain depth and true demonstration, but they
are all the more useful together with other
methods, where they work as a visual aid and
back up an argument or a narrative. ConseTXHQWO\LQWU\LQJWRDQDO\]HWKHVSDFHVLQP\
study I have strived to use multiple senses,
not just sight and cataloguing through maps
and drawings. I have investigated the space’s
sounds, smells and textures, trying to understand their full potential and how they make
me and others feel to tell its whole story.

According to Martin Heidegger a city’s buildings are what constitute its frame, limits and
boundaries and, perhaps more importantly,
create the pattern in which we read the city
(2001). What happens when those buildings
DUHQRW¿[HGEXWPRELOHDQGWKHXUEDQIUDPHwork is subject to change at a much faster
pace than in normal sedentary cities? An
HTXDOO\LPSRUWDQWHOHPHQWHVSHFLDOO\LQPRbile cities are the processes that describe how
individuals use the structures. Both built and
mobile structures contain and restrict people,
provide them with shelter and simultaneously
free them, in their actual physical selves as
ZHOODVLQWKHLUGUHDPV $OH[DQGHU 

3.6.1 STUDY APPROACH

,QWHJUDWLQJ TXDOLWDWLYH DQG TXDQWLWDWLYH PHWKods is an important step towards obtaining a full
SLFWXUHRIDQREMHFWRIVWXG\%\XVLQJTXDOLWDtive interviews to gather knowledge from other
actors within the space and one’s own senses in
DTXDQWLWDWLYHPDSSLQJRIWKHVDPHVSDFHEDVHG
on personal experiences I aspire to create a
third dimension of the description of the space.

There are a number of limitations in the
scope of this analysis of RV space. I am not
American nor do I live in an RV myself, neither do I belong to the same age group as
D PDMRULW\ RI 59HUV EXW , DP VLJQL¿FDQWO\
younger. I have however visited the United
States multiple times prior to engaging in
this research and traveled through the region
of my study before. Thus the landscape and
the urban and social practices of the RV community is fairly familiar yet in many ways
DOVR XQNQRZQ WR PH 7KURXJKRXW P\ ¿HOG
research I traveled with a partner, my girlfriend, who is also a student of architecture.
Both the fact that we were a couple, which
might have been a positive effect in our interactions in the heteronormative context of the
southwest, and the fact that we were both in
WKH¿HOGRIDUFKLWHFWXUHPLJKWKDYHDIIHFWHG

3.6.2 LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

7KHDSSURDFKRIWKLVVWXG\LVFRQVWUXFWLYLVW
interpretative. This means that knowledge is
QRW VHHQ DV VRPHWKLQJ SDVVLYHO\ DFTXLUHG
but as constructed by the researcher in social interaction with the world. RVers’ own
experiences are the basis for possible meanings given to the constructed knowledge.
Thus, there are multiple socially constructed
realities present. The goal is to understand
the various meanings expressed by interview subjects (Lincoln & Guba, 2000) and
compare them to my own observations of
WKH ¿HOG RI VWXG\ 6LQFH WKH FRQVWUXFWLYLVW
approach applied in this thesis views knowledge as constructed by those active in the
research process, the researcher is also considered an individual involved in the process.
The multiple meanings made apparent in the
FRXUVH RI WKH VWXG\ PD\ EH LQ FRQÀLFW ZLWK
each other, and perceptions of reality will
change throughout the process of the study.

3.6 Thesis Properties

3.5 An integrated method

Theoretical and methodical preparations and
travel planning took place during September
2014. During October and November 2014
, FRQGXFWHG D ¿HOG WULS WKURXJK &DOLIRUQLD
Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico and Mexico. During the trip I conGXFWHG D VHULHV RI LQWHUYLHZV DQG WRRN ¿HOG
notes as well as photographs and observed
a large variety of settlements emblematic of
the RV community. During December-April
I compiled data, transcribed interviews and
followed up on them, expanded the theoretiFDOIUDPHZRUNDQG¿QLVKHGP\ZULWLQJ

3.6.3 TIMELINE OF STUDY

Any preconceived notions I might have had
about American and RV culture might have
affected the interview results, even though I
have tried to be open and neutral. The asymmetrical power relations that are present in
an interview situation may further have affected the way in which the interviewees reVSRQGHGWRP\TXHVWLRQV,QOHWWLQJWKHLQWHUviewees decide on time and place as well as
the length of the interviews this situation was
somewhat changed. However, all these factors will affect the outcome of my research.

WKH UHVHDUFK SURFHVV 'XULQJ WKH ¿HOG WULS
we traveled by car and camped in a tent or
stayed in motels, at one point we rented a stationary Airstream trailer for four days. The
fact that we were not part of the RV community but tent campers was both an asset and
an obstacle. At some points we were able to
get closer to our objects of study and able to
access spaces and contexts that might otherwise have been hard to reach. At other times
ZHZHUHH[FOXGHGDQGKDGGLI¿FXOWLHVEHLQJ
accepted since we were not traveling on the
same terms as our objects of study.
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Work Process Timeline
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THEORETICAL AND METHODICAL PREPARATIONS

TRAVEL PLANNING
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Riviera RV Resort, Blythe, CA

In Lefebvre’s space theory public spaces
FDQ DFW WR IXO¿OO RQH RI WKUHH IXQFWLRQV UHproduction, production or symbolism. Reproduction has to do with physiological
relations between sexes and age groups, as
well as the family organization. Production
is “the division of labour and its organization
in the form of hierarchical social function”
(Lefebvre, 1991 p. 32), in other words how
these groups are organized; where they live

We strive to change the environment around
us to suit our needs, the changed environment in turn forces us as users to change
our behavior to suit the physical structures
— creating a form of spiral development of
human-spatial relations that keeps going until someone breaks the pattern and introduces
something new and unseen.

6SDFHVDUHDOVRVLWHVSHFL¿FLQWKDWWKH\GLVplay different characteristics based on setting
and placement within a given site. The site a
certain space occupies at one time cannot simultaneously be occupied by another space,
KHQFH LW LV XQLTXH ,ELG  )XUWKHUPRUH WKH
spaces we inhabit are made up as much of the
human relationship to the built structure as
WKHEXLOGLQJVWKHPVHOYHV $OH[DQGHU 

Space
There are different modes of production of
space; natural space forms a kind of absolute
space while other spaces have a more complex, socially produced spatial properties. All
societies create their own spaces. Spaces can
be both physical and mental and each space
FRPHV ZLWK VSDFH VSHFL¿F VWUXFWXUHV DQG
norms regarding how people should behave
in them. The process of producing space is
an integral part of how societies create their
RZQXQLTXHFKDUDFWHU /HIHEYUH 

4.1.1 ANAYZING SPACE

4.1 Spatial Practices

Symbols
The character of all urban environments is
made up of the habits and the cultural expressions of the people who inhabit them. The
spatial practices of humans inhabiting or using a certain space usually leave a mark. This
mark can either be concrete stuff such as ob-

As the private sphere meets public space an
intersection appears that represents a new
form of hybrid public space. Public spaces
always overlap, even when they are visibly
separated by physical obstacles. This overlapping pattern forms a network of interconnected public spaces that together make up
our urban landscape (Lefebvre, 1991).

When attempting to analyze public space
practices it is important to keep in mind
that what seems to be one single space often
contains several public spaces. For example
when people meet and interact in the public
realm they form clusters, which themselves
become social and public spaces for interaction (Lefebvre, 1991).

A space is always connected to other structures and rooms. It must also at some point
have had a relation to a human presence. It
LV IXUWKHUPRUH GH¿QHG ERWK E\ LWV VWUXFWXUH
and by its context and boundaries. The surroundings of the space make it into what it is
(Heidegger, 2001).

and where they work. Finally, the function
of symbolism is to maintain the social relations described above and preserve a state
of coexistence and cohesion. Symbols are
necessary in a space in order to inform the
user about how to behave according to social
H[SHFWDWLRQVRIWKHFXOWXUHRIWKHXVHUDQGRU
the space. Reproduction and production can
occupy their own singular space in a room
EXWWKH\DOVRLPSDFWDQGLQÀXHQFHHDFKRWKer. Most of the time they coexist through the
help of symbols (Ibid).

4. Theoretical
Framework
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Sensory overload of urban symbolism can
be an issue. For example the built structures
of our central business districts often symbolize power, wealth and the hunt for success. In this case the glass and steel buildings
become “over-signifying” (Lefebvre, 1991
S $QRYHUORDGRIV\PEROVFORXGVWKH
user’s perception of the space and the overall meaning of the space gets lost (Lefebvre,
1991). The desert acts as the opposite of
this overload, a completely empty absolute
space. The explicit message of symbols in
space can also be said to have expiration
date. After a certain time of exposure they
lose their meaning and no longer evoke feelings in the people subjected to them (Ibid).

The urban practices of contemporary society
and structures built by man have effectively
forced nature aside. In urban settings natural elements have thus become a symbol for
something scarce and desirable (Lefebvre,
1991). Lefebvre ascribes the highest value
to symbols representing the elements that
are scarce for the urban human. Representations of nature usually convey something
that has been lost in the urban setting (Ibid).
In the desert of the Southwest both urban and
overtly natural (green) spaces are scarce and
thus highly valued.

jects, sounds and smells or a more abstract
fragment such as a symbol or a behavioral
pattern (Lefebvre, 1991). These left behind
marks and features affect both the perception
of the space and the behavior of following
XVHUVRIWKHVSDFHLQTXHVWLRQ7KH\DUHDOVR
what gives our urban environs character and
meaning and what differentiates different
public places from one another (Ibid). Space
can never be produced out of nothing, it always has a precedent (Lefebvre, 1991, p.15).
There is no tabula rasa, no building structure
can ever be created on a blank canvas or a
clean slate.

The habitus is each person’s set of cognitive
and motivating structures, according to which
that person fashions knowledge and initiates
activity, usually also describing the relation
between self and built space. Most of the time
these relations are predicated on particular
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQVRIVSDFHZKLFKPDNHRXUKDELWXV¿UPO\DQFKRUHGWKHUH%XLOWVSDFHFRQVHTXHQWO\ EHFRPHV D UHIHUHQFH V\VWHP ZLWKLQ
which knowledge is produced and applied
(Bourdieu, 1990; Archer, 2005).

In his poststructuralist studies of space Pierre
Bourdieu tried to understand how built space
serves and informs both practices and society. He analyzed the human relation to
buildings using a more complex methodology conducting ethnographical studies of the
relationship between built space and social
relations and practices. He also looked into
how these correspondences were sustained
in individuals and society as a whole. To do
this he introduced the notion of the habitus.
The habitus encompasses two types of relations between built space and self; it describes how spatial form acts as an apparatus
through which people establish identity and
articulate social relations, it also represents
buildings capability to preserve and perpetuate those identities and social relations over
time (Bourdieu, 1990; Archer, 2005).

4.1.2 HABITUS AND FIELD

Power Manifested in Space
Michel Foucault on the other hand did not see
built space merely as prescriptive of social
relations but also, and perhaps even more so,
capable of deploying power. As he explored
the manner in which buildings allow and deny
certain practices, Foucault drew attention to
the role material form plays in transmitting
regimes of power. Built space is often the ultimate apparatus for assigning people roles and
UDQNVLQVRFLHW\ )RXFDXOW 

The most obvious smooth space is the desert,
GH¿QHGE\QDWXUDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVDQGPXOWLWXGH
rather than borders and subdivisions it acts in
contrast to the divided and striated space of
state territory such as traditional urban cores
and suburbs. For example the striated system
of roads functions as a system that parcels out
a designated space to individuals, each person
gets a share and the road regulates the communication between them. Nomadic trajectories in
contrast distribute individuals in an open space
WKDWLVLQGH¿QLWHDQGQRQFRPPXQLFDWLQJ 'HOHX]HDQG*XDWWDUL 

In Nomadology Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari introduced a new discourse for categorizing space. They see nomadism as a
form of marginality and the spatial practices
of nomads as a metaphor for a force able to
resist the power apparatus of the state. When
DSSO\LQJWKHQRPDGVWDWHRSSRVLWLRQWRVSDFH
they describe two kinds of space as emblematic of the nomad and the state respectively:
smooth nomad space is heterogeneous while
state space is striated and homogeneous
 

4.1.3 SMOOTH AND STRIATED SPACE

Bourdieu’s line of thought theorizes how
subtle spatial variations affect our society.
“How such things as type, orientation, plan,
volume, scale, enclosure, light, color, and
SDWWHUQ¿UVWDUWLFXODWHDQGWKHQVXVWDLQVXFK
dimensions of human life as consciousness,
identity, occupation, status, gender, wealth,
class, caste, and religion” (Archer, 2005, p.
431). Built space and our own or shared habitus mutually sustain each other but neither
is in control of the other. Changing circumstances of for example political or technical
nature, may either cause a need for a revision
of the habitus or alterations of buildings and
spaces to suit the new conditions (Bourdieu,
1990).

Hardt and Negri launched the concepts of the
empire and its counterforce the multitude.
The empire rises in the wake of withering
nation states and a growing immaterial labor force. It is described as a new form of
networked imperial sovereignty, a power so
complete that it lacks exterior (2000). The
multitude is a counterforce rising within the

4.2.2 EMPIRE AND MULTITUDE

Introducing a scheme in which living and
social connections transgress immediate
SK\VLFDOGLVWDQFHWKH³VSDFHRIÀRZV´DLPV
to describe a spatial logic in which social
interaction occurs between actors who are
both absent and distant in time and space
(Castells, 2011). An idea of an urbanity far
removed from the conventional place-cenWHUHGFLW\DQGHVSHFLDOO\VXLWDEOHIRUWKHÀXLG
urban structure of RV spaces.

Manuel Castells introduced “The Rise of the
Network Society”, an idea of a radical shift
in the way urban society operates. This shift
is supported by a rapid growth of the information and communication sector as well
as the development of future transportation
technologies. According to Castells, contemporary society is increasingly made up
of ÀRZV: of capital, information, technology,
organizational interaction, images, sounds
and symbols (2011). “Flows are not just
one element of the social organization: they
are the expression of processes dominating
our economic, political and symbolic life”
(Castells, 2011, p. 412). Castells argues that
urbanism conceived as a “space of places”
associated with varying identities linked to
centrality and materiality is becoming subordinate to that which he refers to as the “space
RIÀRZV´

4.2.1 NETWORKS

4.2 Swarm Behavior
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However the multitude displays a more
complex behavior than a group of birds, it is
composed of individuals who can use technology to communicate. The emergence of
the multitude is dependent on contemporary
communication technology that allows us to
VWD\LQWRXFKRU¿QGQHZFRQQHFWLRQVDFURVV
physical and territorial boundaries. Unlike
the traditional city, that shaped immigrants
from different backgrounds to form a homogenous group of citizens, the contemporary city helps individuals cultivate difference within discrete clusters. These clusters
consist of groups of people representing the
same kind of differences and while each

The multitude is a product of the changes in
LQGXVWULDO SURGXFWLRQ IURP WKH ¿[HG VWUXFWXUHVRI)RUGLVPWRWKHÀH[LEOHVWUXFWXUHVRI
late capitalism. Each unit of the multitude
understands itself not as a part of a system
GH¿QHG E\ VDPHQHVV EXW DV DQ LQGLYLGXDO
cooperating with others through centerless
networks. Hardt and Negri believe that the
multitude can achieve immanence and thus
¿JKWWKHGLFWDWRUVKLSRIWKHHPSLUHE\¿QGLQJ
useful ways to self-govern and self-organize
(2000). Swarm intelligence is a theory describing how a large number of independent
agents following simple rules can produce
complex structures such as beehives, open
source software or stock markets. As the individual agents interact common goals and
larger structures emerge, in many cases phenomena that are way beyond the individuals’
ability to understand (Deleuze, and Guattari,
 

empire. It is a self-organizing, networked
swarm that operates without developing differences and hierarchies. The multitude has
QRLGHQWL¿DEOHFHQWHURURUJDQL]DWLRQLWRSHUDWHV PXFK OLNH D ÀRFN RI ELUGV RU LQVHFWV
would, possessing a sort of swarm intelligence (Hardt and Negri, 2000; Deleuze and
*XDWWDUL 
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Bottom
Spatial City by Yona Friedman

Top
Walking City by Archigram

The changing city is still characterized by
diversity and interaction. In contrast, the exurban realm is home to homogenous microcommunities, clusters of temporary collective
sameness. Most exurbanites only want to be
part of certain community for a limited time.
“Exurbia is a stopover to dwell in for a few
days, a few weeks or a few years” (Hardt and
Negri, 2000, p.105). Exurbia is not isolated
but networked, and the insular nature makes
for a new kind of diversity. As exurbia develops and becomes more populated radically
different neighborhoods prosper next to each
other creating a kind of self-contained worlds.

Rural ways of life has at long last vanished
and left the rural landscape open for exurbia
to colonize it. In exurbia the traditional family ties to the land are gone and have been
replaced by a utopia for the members of clusters and micro-communities of the post-urban multitude. In the post-urban era of today
there is no place left outside the urban condition, much like there is no exterior to the
HPSLUHDVGH¿QHGE\+DUGWDQG1HJUL  

In the past two decades the exurban realm has
seen a steady growth, much like the 1950s
DQGVZHUHWKHHUDRIUDSLGVXEXUEDQH[SDQVLRQDVDIÀXHQWXUEDQLWHVÀHGWKHFLW\IRU
suburbia. Now the suburbs themselves have
ODUJHO\EHHQJHQWUL¿HGDQGFRORQL]HGE\EDNeries, brewpubs and bikram yoga studios and
their customers. Meanwhile, outside suburbia, the city is being invaded by big box
stores like Ikea, Target and Home Depot and
the rural landscape that is left has been diverted to an industrial practice or Arcadian
ERXWLTXHIDUPVVHOOLQJIDQF\-DSDQHVHEUHHGV
of beef meat and rural lifestyles to the rich.

4.2.3 EXURBIA

cluster is often tied to a geographic location
they are also bound together by global netZRUNV 6XPUHOODQG9DUQHOLVS 

,Q $UFKLJUDP SUHVHQWHG ³,QVWDQW &LW\
Childen’s Primer”. perhaps the most RV related of all their design schemes. It describes
a post-urban future of a dispersed city where
nomadic inhabitants live in trailers. The trailer nomads are referred to as ‘node-owners’
DQGDUHSOXJJHGLQWRFDPRXÀDJHGKRRNXSV

The visions of the future were given many
different labels: techno-primativism, hightech ruralism or techno-pastoralism among
others. The visions showed a way to escape
the constraints of the city by returning to nature through the use of technology.

Archigram wanted to launch a new form of
urbanity in the face of the inevitable decline
of traditional urbanism. They proposed designs for plug-in urbanism and ÀXLG FLWLHV
such as Instant City, Walking City, Underwater City and Living Pod. Designs used
technology to further personal choice and
freedom in favor of traditional urban design
focused on physical buildings. In the words
of Archigram’s David Greene “We will have
to wait until the steel and concrete mausoleums of our cities, villages and towns etc.,
GHFD\ DQG WKH VXEXUEV EORRP DQG ÀRXULVK
They in turn will die and the world will perhaps again be a garden. And that perhaps is
the dream, and we should all be busy persuading not to build but to prepare for the
invisible networks in the air there” (Greene,
LQ/DFKPD\HUHWDOS 

0DQ\RIWKHPRVWLQÀXHQWLDODUFKLWHFWVRIWKH
V DYDQWJDUGH SURSRVHG WKHLU RZQ YHUsion of what a mobile future would look like.
6XSHUVWXGLR$UFKLJUDP<RQD)ULHGPDQDQG
Buckminster Fuller all wanted to lead the
way in projecting a future of nomadism, networks, mobility, and transience.

4.3.1 AVANT-GARDE VISIONS

4.3 Mobile Architecture
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The fundamental concept of what a city is
has been transformed. New technology and
new mentalities make proximity and urban
condensation less important and we can go
from the mega city to a network of cities. In
the network of cities there is less need for
public movement, everyone does not have
to travel to an urban core to work, it is also

In his vision of a mobile future the architect is
UHSODFHGDVWKHFHQWUDO¿JXUHRIDUFKLWHFWXUH
by the inhabitant, the user of buildings and
structures. Mobile architecture on a building
level should allow for continuous adaptation
of one’s habitat and all components, walls,
ÀRRUVGRRUVDQGZLQGRZVVKRXOGEHFRPHDV
mobile as furniture. Mobile architecture on
an urban scale is “continually rearranging the
XUEDQ SODQ RI WKH TXDUWHU ZLWKRXW UHFRXUVH
RU GHPROLWLRQ´ )ULHGPDQ  S 7KH
components of the urban plan should also be
as mobile as furniture.

<RQD)ULHGPDQLVLQPDQ\ZD\VWKHPRVWQRtable of these architects and a forefather of the
melding of architecture and mobility. Through
many years of visionary practice he introduced ideas for mobile architecture on many
different scales. “...seeing the world not only
as an entity describable by statistical methods
but as a world comprising individual entities
that I call grains of space. Entities with an unforeseeable behavior” (Friedman, 2011).

4.3.2 SPATIAL CITIES

in the wilderness offering vital services such
as water, power and a “international information hookup”. In the project description we
UHDGWKDW³WKHZKROHRI/RQGRQRU1HZ<RUN
will be available in the world’s leafy hollows,
GHVHUWVDQGÀRZHUHGPHDGRZV´ ,ELG $FROlision of the most urban and the most antiurban of conditions is here allowed to form a
utopian settlement where the best features of
urban life are brought to the wilderness.
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In some cases buildings are what they are.
Other times they are only what they appear to
be. The former are ducks. The others are decorated sheds. Ducks act as symbols themselves. They cannot be anything else than
what they are and their form prescribes the
activity taking place on the inside. Ducks do
not need signs, they are the sign themselves.

4.3.3 DUCKS AND DECORATED SHEDS

Finally the three principles of mobile architecture according to Friedman are: (1) New
buildings should touch the soil occupying
only a minimal surface, (2) they should be
dismantled and moveable and (3) they should
be transformed at pleasure by the individual
who lives there (2011).

With meubles-plus he introduced a typolRJ\ RI ³TXDVLFDELQV´ FRQVLVWLQJ RI IXUniture surrounded by an imagined service
space that he introduced. The meubles-plus
where then placed within a mobile box and
could be reorganized hour by hour (FriedPDQS 

The Ville Spatiale, or the spatial city, was the
term Friedman used most often to describe
KLVPRELOHDUFKLWHFWXUHSDUDGLJP,WVLJQL¿HG
a city that has no exterior, where architecture
and urban design takes place within the interior. Usable volumes within the structure are
interchangeable and the layout of the facade
can be changed at any time. Within the system there is room for soft architecture, simple “crumpled sheets and panel-chains” that
do not need elaborate drawings to be constructed and that can be disposed of directly
on the site (Friedman, 2011, p.55).

,Q WKH V )ULHGPDQ HQYLVLRQHG Métropole Europe, a network of cities connected
E\IDVWWUDLQVUHFRQ¿JXULQJWKHJHRSROLWLFDO
ODQGVFDSH RI (XURSH +H GH¿QHG LW DV ³WKH
biggest non-city in the world”, an urban or
perhaps post-urban form characterized more
by mobility than of urban form (2011).

easier to get around. With his new paradigm
comes a new aesthetic, a new way of “sculpting space” (Friedman, 2011, p.33).

Today’s world youth consists of one billion
people between the ages of 15 and 25. It is
the largest group in history, and a majority of the group lives in developing counWULHV$V PHPEHUV RI WKLV DJH JURXS ¿QLVK
VFKRROWKHUHLVDODUJHÀRZRI\RXWKIURP
schools and universities into a precarious
existence as a type of “urban nomads” who
are always looking for jobs, and not able to
¿QGDVWHDG\H[LVWHQFHDQ\ZKHUH 6WDQGLQJ

Architect and artist Teddy Cruz studies border urbanism in Tijuana and has worked with
harnessing the potentials of informal development for a long time. In a 2013 TED talk
he describes how he sees American cities today as being in a state of crisis. As a byproduct of the ongoing urban explosion many
cities experience a never before seen polarization, resulting in great socio economic
LQHTXDOLWLHV,WLVDQXUEDQDQGFXOWXUDOFULVLV
for our current cities of consumption. Thus it
is likely that the future of cities will depend
less on buildings and more on a fundamental
reorganization of socio-economic relations.
To create a sustainable urban future we must
learn how to translate the informal process
of urbanization for use in conventional cities. In this process “the best ideas will not
come from centers of power and abundance
but from sections of scarcity and poverty, an
urgent imagination” (2013).

4.4.1 CRISIS OF CONSUMPTION
AND THE PRECARIAT

4.4 Urban Transformations

They communicate a clear message: What
you see is what you get and what you get is
what you would expect. A decorated shed on
WKHRWKHUKDQGLVLGHQWL¿DEOHRQO\E\LWVVLJnage. It is a generic structure that would not
EHLGHQWL¿DEOHZLWKRXWVLJQVDQGRUQDPHQWDtion. Unlike ducks, they lack symbolic power
of their own but rely on explicit ornamentation. The ornamentation also distracts the
viewer from the true structure of the shed.
Without ornament the nature of the shed is
indistinguishable; Is it a restaurant, a store or
a yoga studio? Check the sign and you will
NQRZ 9HQWXULDQG6FRWW%URZQ 

4.4.3 URBAN ACUPUNCTURE

Marco Casagrande introduces the related
concept of Urban Acupuncture, a biourban
development process that aims to connect
modern man with nature by combining sociology and urban design with traditional Chinese medicine. It is a design methodology
focused on tactical small scale interventions
LQIRUPHG E\ VLWHVSHFL¿F ORFDO NQRZOHGJH
so called acupuncture points, in the urban
fabric aimed to create ripple effects and
transformation of the larger urban organism
(Casagrande, 2015).

4.4.2 FROM PETROLPOLIS TO ECOPOLIS

Jana Revedin talks about creating a new
urban future through her Radicant City
Theory. Our cities of today produce waste,
import most of their resources and emit large
amounts of CO2, we need to go towards the
creation of a more regenerative city. The
regenerative city is an urban form based on
local or regional supplies, renewable energy,
re-use of resources, a city that is re-connected with its hinterland. We need to go from
today’s urban and agricultural monoculture
back to real biodiversity (Revedin, 2014).
Cities, whether stationary or mobile, are
XQLTXHO\FRPSOH[V\VWHPVRILQIUDVWUXFWXUH
trade and social interaction. To create a sustainable future we need to go from today’s
democratization of consumption to a democratization of production and from cloud intelligence to cloud creativity (Ibid).

Casagrande has studied Taipei, where he
found that citizens were ruining the centrally
JRYHUQHG RI¿FLDO FLW\ E\ FUHDWLQJ XQRI¿FLDO
networks of community gardens and urban
farms. They occupy streets for night markets,
activate leftover urban space for karaoke and

Bureaucrats with top down master plans and
post-modern starchitects are a thing of the
past. To tackle the emerging and increasingly
ÀXLGXUEDQODQGVFDSHZHQHHGLQVWHDGWRHQable a generative process of smaller achievements that spur further achievements. In order to create a functional ecopolis we need a
collaborative design process that is able to
harness the potential of temporary uses and
informal initiatives (Revedin, 2014; Oswalt,
Overmayer and Misselwitz, 2013).

Revedin talks about urban development
through three important paradigms; the
pre-industrial agropolis, the unsustainable
petrolpolis we have today and the ecopolis,
a resilient and complex urban future. To take
us from petrolpolis to ecopolis new poliFLHV DUH UHTXLUHG :H ³QHHG WR UHFRYHU WKH
future”, a development that starts at a small
scale through self-responsible and civic use
of freedom. We need to work with existing
infrastructure and structures, densifying, renewing and upgrading our built urban spaces
(Revedin, 2014). In the envisioned ecopolis
of the future citizens will, driven by eco-political need, collectively decide to transform
their existing living spaces by re-inventing
and re-assembling them to form new urban
conditions (Ibid).

%\ FRQWUDVW LQ WKH  VWXGHQW UHYROWV WKH
youth of the time appeared as an autonomous
IRUFH%XWVXEVHTXHQWO\WKHEDE\ERRPJHQeration destroyed the structures created by
their parents. By the rejection of the industrial
society and monotonous work ethic of their
SDUHQWDOJHQHUDWLRQDFWXDOO\PDUNHGWKH
creation of the precariat – after raging against
capitalism the baby boomers could look forward to a retirement of consuming cheap
goods from developing countries and genHURXV SHQVLRQV ± FUHDWLQJ ÀH[LELOLW\ DQG MRE
insecurity for the generation following them,
effectively making todays precariat a reality
(Standing, 2011, p.102). On top of that today’s
retirees end up spending a larger part of their
lives as retirees, upwards of twenty years, a
considerable time as active and healthy seniors. We spend a 50% longer period in reWLUHPHQW QRZ WKDQ LQ  6WDQGLQJ 
p. 123). This shift is one considerable force
behind the growth of the RV community in
recent decades. It is also connected to the
precariat insofar that the leisurely life lead by
many RV nomads would not be possible without cheap labor and tax dollars provided by
those in precarious living situations.

2011). This group of world youth makes up
the core of the precariat.
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collective exercises, build illegal extensions
to apartment buildings and colonize urban
XQXVHGODQGWRFUHDWHXQRI¿FLDOVHWWOHPHQWV
These self-organized practices are turning
the industrial city into a new organic structure, a third generation city. This new era
has always been within the second generaWLRQLQGXVWULDOFLW\7KH¿UVWJHQHUDWLRQFLW\
based on a strong bond with nature and cyclic economies, never died and the seeds of
a sustainable future have always been present. The third generation city is described
as an organic ruin of the industrial city, an
open form based on local knowledge and
self-organized community actions. It is a city
of cracks, the industrial city is shattered and
from these cracks emerge a new biourban
growth which will ruin the second generaWLRQLQGXVWULDOFLW\,IWKHRI¿FLDOFLW\OHDUQV
to enjoy acupuncture and give up industrial
control in order to let nature step, in these
self-organized punctual interventions can
make the city soft and ready for a large societal change (Casagrande, 2015).

Next spread
Fifth wheel RV parked outside Earp, CA
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BIG SUR

SAN JOSE

SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA BARBARA

SAN LUS OBISPO

LOS ANGELES

LANCASTER

TIJUANA

SAN DIEGO
MEXICALI

SLAB CITY

PALM SPRINGS

TWENTYNINE PALMS

LAS VEGAS

YUMA

QUARTZSITE

PARKER

LAKE HAVASU CITY

LAUGHLIN

ST GEORGE

PHOENIX

TUCSON

MEXICAN HAT

MOAB

ALBUQUERQUE

DURANGO

The trip started in San Francisco. First we
headed south along the California coast towards Los Angeles and then further south
to Salton Sea and legendary free town trailer park Slab City. Then we drove northeast
along the Colorado River headed for Utah.
After stopping for a few days to see the
most amazing national parks and monuments we circled back through Colorado
and New Mexico before traveling down
to the most southern part of Arizona and
Tucson, then back north again to Phoenix
DQG ¿QDOO\ LQ ODWH 1RYHPEHU ZH UHDFKHG
Quartzsite. From there we headed back
west, passed through Slab City a second
time before ending in Los Angeles.

During October and November 2014 my
partner and I traveled through the desert landscape of the southwestern United
States. The aim of the trip was to investigate the RV communities in their home
habitat, to meet RV people and experience
WKHVLWHVZKHUH59HUVJDWKHU¿UVWKDQG:H
had no clear route laid out but a few stops
were pinpointed along the road, including Quartzsite and Phoenix in Arizona and
Slab City in southern California.

5.1 Introduction

5.
Results

Following the travel diary is a more structured account (5.3 and onwards) of the places
visited and some thoughts on the social and
spatial practices of RVers. These more genHUDOREVHUYDWLRQDUHDVXPPDU\RIP\¿QGings meant to serve as a basis for the analysis
chapter that follows. I have decided to focus
on three themes: the spatial and social interactions of RVers, the RV as an object in
VSDFHDQG¿QDOO\WKHYDULRXVQHWZRUNEHKDYiors exhibited within the RV community.

On the following pages is a short version
of the travel diary (5.2) I kept while on
the road, chronicling my own impressions
as well as essential parts of relevant segPHQWV RI WKH VHPLVWUXFWXUHG TXDOLWDWLYH
interviews I conducted with some of the
people I met. The travel diary is illustrated
by photos taken and maps drawn throughout my travels.
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Los Angeles River

Camping with a view in Big Sur

Bombay Beach

Salton Sea

It is great to be back in the most eccentric and dystopic city I know.
My favorite city. Strangely I see almost no RVs during my day here.
Probably due to stricter enforcement of parking regulations to deal
with the growing mobile homeless population. There are no longer any
RVs parked in the homeless dominated blocks of Skid Row, instead the
streets are lined with tents and other more temporary forms of shelter

DAY 3: 26.10.14
LOS ANGELES, CA

Americans love seeing things from moving vehicles. Scenic routes,
roads and byways are everywhere. Highway 1 is the most iconic of
WKHP DOO 7KH IRUHVWHG PRXQWDLQV WKH ZLGWK RI WKH 3DFL¿F DQG WKH
WKH
TXDLQWEHDFKWRZQVDUHDOOULJKWWKHUHRXWVLGH\RXUFDUZLQGRZ$V
TXDLQWEHDFKWRZQVDUHDOOULJKWWKHUHRXWVLGH\RXUFDUZLQGRZ$V
we wind our way south the coast is lined with RV parks. Some seem
to cater more to a transient population while others have the exterior
characteristics of a settled suburbia on wheels.

VENTURA, CA

:H¿QGDVSRWZKHUHZHDUHDEOHWRFDPSRYHUQLJKWIRUIUHHWKURXJK
:H¿QGDVSRWZKHUHZHDUHDEOHWRFDPSRYHUQLJKWIRUIUHHWKURXJK
one of many RV message boards, freecampsites.net. We ride up a
VWHHS JUDYHO URDG WR WKH WRS RI D ULGJH DQG ¿QG D PDUYHORXV FDPS
FDPS
VLWHZLWKDQDPD]LQJYLHZRIWKH3DFL¿F,WVHHPVOLNHDKDUGURDG
to travel up in an RV though, but apparently people have managed.
:HSDVVIRXURU¿YHFDPSHUVLQYDULRXVYHKLFOHVRQRXUZD\XS$W
the top we gain access to what would otherwise have been a hard to
reach and probably expensive camp space by taking advantage of the
power and knowledge of the network of the RV community.

BIG SUR, CA
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$¿OPIDPRXVFRPPXQLW\RQ6DOWRQ6HD¶VHDVWHUQVKRUH$OPRVWHQWLUHO\ PDGH XS RI WUDLOHUV D IHZ ¿[HG KRXVHV$ ORW RI GLODSLGDWHG
trailers near the levee by the shoreline. Probably a result of repeated
ÀRRGLQJ)HZSHRSOHLQVLJKW)DLUO\ODUJH\DUGVIRUWKLVW\SHRIFRPmunity. A man watering his roses in an otherwise sun scorched lawn.
We stop at the local market, the only other customer chats casually
with the cashier: “…anyway man, he was totally doped out of his
mind when he found that body out there…” I buy some expired Margaritaville brand sunscreen from the discount bin.

BOMBAY BEACH, CA

90 degree heat at 9PM. Salt crusted sand and a pungent smell of
GHDG¿VK%HDFKHVPDGHXSRIGHDGEDUQDFOHVDQGGULHG¿VKFRUSVHV
Empty state run camp grounds line the beaches. Along the shore are
hundreds of camp sites, faded neon colored port-a-potties and rusting
EDUEHTXHIDFLOLWLHV1RRWKHUSHRSOHLQVLJKW1RFDPSHUV1RWHQWV
No RVs.

SALTON SEA

Suddenly a border patrol check point along the road. A reminder of
the proximity to the contested US-Mexico border and the American
KXQWIRUFDUWHOUXQGUXJWUDI¿FDQGLOOHJDOLPPLJUDQWV

<HVWHUGD\ ZH SDVVHG FRXQWOHVV ZLQGIDUPV DQG 59 UHWDLOHUV 0DOOV
with the same stamp of stores and Native American casinos appeared
every ten minutes along the desert highway. “RV sales!”, “RV TradLQJ3RVW±QHZXVHGWUDGHLQV´7DUJHW.RKO¶V/RZH¶V5RVV6WDUbucks, “Free camping and gambling vouchers for seniors!”, ChickD¿OHW%XIIDOR:LQJV:DO0DUW&DPSLQJ:RUOG6DIHZD\5HSHDW
The only other disruption of thee sandy landscape are the endless
8QLRQ3DFL¿FIUHLJKWWUDLQVWKDWPHDQGHUWKURXJKWKHIRUHVWRIZLQG
mills.

DAY 4: 27.10.14
DESERT HIGHWAYS

The regular homeless population of San Francisco is sizeable and
homeless individuals are very visible in the streetscape. Among them
there are also many mobile homeless, people living informally out
of RVs. I spotted parked trailers and motorhomes primarily in the
SoMa, Mission, Dog Patch areas. While non RV based homeless people tend to cluster in the areas where they stay, the mobile homeless
units were all single units parked in the street, none were parked in
groups. Possibly to avoid drawing attention. They seemed to be circulating slowly, changing location every other day, probably to avoid
FRQÀLFWVZLWKQHLJKERUVDQGSDUNLQJWLFNHWV

DAY 1: 24.10.14
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

DQG HQFDPSPHQWV$IWHU D ZKROH GD\ LQ WKH FDU , ¿QDOO\ VSRW D IHZ
scattered RVs in the Venice area. None near the beach though, where
communities of surfer buses and run down RVs would formerly occupy a great number of alleys and small streets just off the boardwalk.

5.2 Notes from the Road
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After a while a ragged looking fellow sits down in the booth across
from me. He dilutes the already bland coffee with three heaping
spoonfuls of sugar, sits back and randomly starts telling me his life
story. His name is John, and it turns out that he is a long term resident
of Slab City. Originally from northern California he had driven down
the “the slabs” nine years ago after being evicted from a piece of land
he had rented from the county of Sacramento. He had just barely
made it down here, driving a silver painted retired school bus that

$IWHUZDNLQJXSDQGSDFNLQJXSTXLFNO\ZHKHDGLQWRWRZQIRUEUHDNfast. The legendary RV free town Slab City awaits us. Buckshot Diner is the only establishment in Niland open for breakfast. They serve
food in varying shades of beige that tastes way better than it looks.
Eggs, hash, biscuit and a watered down cup of coffee, $9.95.

DAY 5: 28.10.14
BUCKSHOT DINER, NILAND, CA

The sun sets over a landscape of large rugged rocks and old concrete
slabs of buildings swallowed by the sea long ago. The geo thermal
plants whir in the distance. The ambiance is very post-apocalyptic
even before the army start doing night time helicopter attack exercises at the nearby naval training facility. Hovering blackhawks, the
VN\OLJKWVXSDQGZHKHDUGHWRQDWLRQVDQGJXQ¿UHRYHUWKHGHDGODNH

We pass through the town of Niland at the southernmost point of the
6DOWRQ6HDRQWKHZD\KHUH5LGHWKURXJKFRUQ¿HOGVRQDGLUWURDG
6DOWRQ6HDRQWKHZD\KHUH5LGHWKURXJKFRUQ¿HOGVRQDGLUWURDG
Stop and climb to the top of a mountain of hay bales by the side of
WKHURDG3DVVDVWDWHSULVRQLQWKHPLGGOHRIWKH¿HOGVDFRXSOHRI
geo thermal power plants exhuming giant white clouds of who knows
ZKDWDZLOGOLIHUHIXJHQDPHGDIWHU6RQQ\%RQR)LQDOO\ZH¿QGWKH
ZKDWDZLOGOLIHUHIXJHQDPHGDIWHU6RQQ\%RQR)LQDOO\ZH¿QGWKH
way out onto a rough gravel road on a small peninsula made up of
lava rocks. We startle a group of pelicans and sea gulls by the shore.
The ground looks like its covered in ashes but upon closer inspection
,FRQFOXGHWKDWLWLVSUREDEO\RQO\VHGLPHQWIURPWKHÀXFWXDWLQJOHYHO
,FRQFOXGHWKDWLWLVSUREDEO\RQO\VHGLPHQWIURPWKHÀXFWXDWLQJOHYHO
RIWKH6DOWRQ6HD$¿UHSLWDQGÀDWJURXQGVXLWDEOHIRUFDPSLQJEXW
also lots of wheel tracks and garbage, shot gun shells and beer bottles
VWUHZQ DURXQG:H VHW XS FDPS RQ D ÀDW VSRW WKDW VHHPHG WR KDYH
KDYH
been used for camping before.

We are looking for another allegedly free camp site. The posting on
freecampsites.net was a little ambiguous, mentioning a secluded and
VRPHZKDWKDUGWR¿QGVSRWZLWKJUHDWELUGZDWFKLQJEXWDOVRHPSW\
VRPHZKDWKDUGWR¿QGVSRWZLWKJUHDWELUGZDWFKLQJEXWDOVRHPSW\
VKRWJXQVKHOOVRQWKHJURXQGDQG¿QGLQJGHDGDQLPDOVRQWKHVLWH
VKRWJXQVKHOOVRQWKHJURXQGDQG¿QGLQJGHDGDQLPDOVRQWKHVLWH

OBSIDIAN BUTTE, CA

Once back in the US a few years later he came to an insight. “I was
not, and would never be a city person. I started traveling out here,
through the desert, living off what I could hunt.” Occasionally he
would grow weed to sell, at one point he had spent three years living
under a cliff by the Bill Williams River near Parker, Arizona doing
WKDW1RZKHZDVOLYLQJLQKRXVHIRUWKH¿UVWWLPH´LQDORQJORQJ
while”. He was still selling weed on the side to get by but also made
JRRGPRQH\SRVLQJIRUSKRWRVLQKLVFUD]\RXW¿WZLWKKLVPXOHDQG
dog. The subject of future plans and dreams was of no particular interest to Cuervo. His main issue in life right now was “the damn lice
his animals kept contracting”.

Suddenly a bare chested man in a kilt straddling a mule appears outside the window of the diner. He has a mullet haircut and facial tattoos. After parking his mule he puts on a shirt and a hat and enters the
SRVVLEO\QDPHGDIWHUWKHWHTXLOD
GLQHU7KHPDQ¶VQDPHLV&XHUYR SRVVLEO\QDPHGDIWHUWKHWHTXLOD
brand, he later confesses to having “been drunk a lot for several years
in South America”) and it turns out he is a good friend of John’s.
Cuervo had been living in Slab City for a little more than a year but
had spent many years travelling around the area on his mule. In Slab
&LW\KHKDGEXLOWRQHRIIHZ¿[HGVWUXFWXUHVDKRXVHPDGHRXWRI
mud and hay. Originally from Los Angeles he had escaped to South
America to avoid being drafted for Vietnam. He had stayed there,
mostly in Brazil, for six years. Then he had traveled to Australia by
boat. The plan had been to continue to India but he “got drunk and
missed the boat”.

Today he was in town to vote, there was no polling station for people
living out here, not even for those who lived in the town of Niland,
and today was the last day to mail in your vote. John was a very political person and at odds with most things in US politics today. At
one point he claims that as soon as he could afford it he would apply
for political asylum in Denmark or Sweden. He had patented a paintball gun “that almost took off” and described himself as “a tinkerer
and a dreamer”.

broke down several times along the way. John had served in Vietnam
(“back when the US was something to defend”) and had previously
run an NGO helping “people in trouble with drugs”. On the land he
rented prior to the eviction he had kept upwards of 20 trailers were
people could live until they were “back on track”. Now he stayed in
a trailer next to his old school bus and a bunch of other vehicles in
varying states of disrepair, next to the Internet café of Slab City. “I
am a machine person. I have a dozen trucks and trailers and a bunch
of motorcycles out here” he said.

On our way out again we stop by a rundown RV at the outskirts of
the community. There we meet Allan, who lives in the trailer, and Pat,
who is visiting from nearby Niland where he has his trailer parked.
Allan is older and in pretty poor health, he smokes constantly and
has a persistent cough. Pat wears an NRA baseball cap and has just
found a puppy outside the market in town and has his hands full trying to keep it in order. Allan, originally from Oklahoma, has been
living in “the slabs” for 10 years. Lately he has been staying just
outside of the actual community “because there is too much trouble
there. Too much heavy drinking and also a big methamphetamine
problem in the past years. Those meth heads are crazy, you never

A few tents, a container sized church and hundreds of trailers scattered among the few remaining slabs of a former navy base. That’s
it. The vehicles and sheds line the few gravel roads that traverse the
hilly desert landscape but most of the time they seem to just be placed
randomly among the dunes. A lot of old trailers have been left behind
DQGHLWKHUSLFNHGDSDUWE\VFDYHQJHUVRUVHWRQ¿UHDQGOHIWDVEXUQW
out skeletons. The streets and makeshift lots are lined by all kinds of
trash since “the local dumps refuse to take our garbage”. One corner of is occupied by fancier RVs, most of which look like they are
actually in condition to drive. This turns out to be where most of
the retired seasonal snowbird occupants congregate. Those we talk to
stay here to take part in the local music scene, meet people through
the RV singles clubs or enjoy a bit of the outlaw experience for a few
weeks before moving on to other attractions. Many of them seem to
EHROGHUPHQDQGZRPHQDQGDPDMRULW\DUHÀ\LQJ$PHULFDQÀDJVRQ
EHROGHUPHQDQGZRPHQDQGDPDMRULW\DUHÀ\LQJ$PHULFDQÀDJVRQ
WDOOSROHVRIWHQDFFRPSDQLHGE\DPLOLWDU\ÀDJRIVRPHVRUW
WDOOSROHVRIWHQDFFRPSDQLHGE\DPLOLWDU\ÀDJRIVRPHVRUW

SLAB CITY, CA

Just before entering Slab City proper we pass a peculiar looking pastel colored mountain formation on our right. It is surrounded by run
GRZQ VFKRRO EXVHV DQG FDUV FRYHUHG LQ SDLQW DQG ELEOH TXRWHV 6DOYDWLRQ0RXQWDLQE\/HRQDUG.QLJKWLVDSLHFHRIIRONDUWH[KLELWLQJ
YDWLRQ0RXQWDLQE\/HRQDUG.QLJKWLVDSLHFHRIIRONDUWH[KLELWLQJ
seldom seen religious madness. Beautiful, colorful and amazing but
with an undertone of something deeply disturbing. “Repent” one sign
tells us, and we can also clearly read that “God is love” in man sized
letters on top of the mountain. And more love, love, love. Jesus. Some
ELEOHTXRWHV$³\HOORZEULFNURDG´WKDWLVPRUHVDQGFRORUHGWKDQJROG
And then there is the labyrinth that looks like something straight out of
True Detective. This is the kind of madness that could only evolve and
prosper in a place like this. Marvelous and creepy as it is, it’s landmark
status is probably one of the reasons that Slab City is still around.

SALVATION MOUNTAIN

Top Salvation Mountain
Middle three Assorted RVs, Slab City
Bottom Hanging out with Allan and Pat
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Camping and hiking at Telephone Cove, NV

We have camped overnight on BLM land next to the twin cities of
Earp, California and Parker, Arizona. The two cities are right on the
ULYHU ULJKW RQ WKH ERUGHU $ :DOPDUW JDV VWDWLRQV OLTXRU VWRUHV
VWRUHV
SOHQW\ RI ERDUGHG XS VWRUH IURQWV <HVWHUGD\ ZH ZDWFKHG WKH ¿QDO
¿QDO

DAY 7: 30.10.14
PARKER, AZ

<HVWHUGD\ ZH DZRNH E\ D ODNH UHHNLQJ RI URWWHQ ¿VK$V , SHDNHG
my head outside this morning it is met by sunrise over the Chocolate Mountains from our campsite in a dry lake bed just outside
Joshua Tree National Park. Once again we have found a free camp
spot through RV online communities. This time there are a few other
FDPSHUVVFDWWHUHGDURXQGRQWKHFUDFNHGPXGÀDWRIWKHODNHEHGWZR
FDPSHUVVFDWWHUHGDURXQGRQWKHFUDFNHGPXGÀDWRIWKHODNHEHGWZR
tents, one car camper and a few RVs in a group in the distance. This
seemed to be a fairly well used spot for campers along the road from
southern California to the trailer mecca of southwestern Arizona.

DAY 6: 29.10.14
YUCCA VALLEY, CA

Then it is time to hit the road again. We head east towards Arizona.

We make conversation and I try to get as much info on their mobile
lifestyle as possible but they are more interested in talking about muVLFPRYLHVDQGGULQNLQJ:HJHWVRPHWLSVDERXWKRZWR¿QGWKHORFDO
VLFPRYLHVDQGGULQNLQJ:HJHWVRPHWLSVDERXWKRZWR¿QGWKHORFDO
hot spring, that we need to avoid swimming in the nearby watering
canal for the citrus plantations if we do not want to get caught by the
police and that we must come back and check out the weekly music
jam at The Range, the outdoor music venue in the center of Slab City.

We sit down outside the trailer under the makeshift awning Allan
had constructed to get some shade, have a few beers and listen to
Pat’s stories about working in Hollywood. After a while Michael,
a man from Texas who has come out here for the winter “to play
guitar and get away for a bit”, pops over and joins the conversation.
0LFKDHOLVDVQRZELUGRIVRUWVHYHQWKRXJKKHGRHVQRW¿WWKHXVXDO
demographic. In the summer he goes to Ukraine and puts his trailer
in storage. When he gets back he spends his winters traveling through
the Southwest. It is his second year at Slab City.

know when they might blow up their trailer next to you!” Both Allan
and Pat came here because of the low cost of living. Pat moved here
IURP/RV$QJHOHVDIWHUKHKDGWRTXLWKLV¿OPVWXGLRMREIROORZLQJD
stroke. “Here I can stretch my social security money a lot longer than
anywhere else”.
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A strange little town along the I-95. It feels like we have entered a
sort of intellectual vacuum, where life is all about speed boating and
partying. The sprawl goes on forever between the river and the highway. Then suddenly a mall of superstores that is called “city center”.
And a faux British village constructed around the foundations of a
copy of the London Bridge that leads to a resort island in the middle
of the river. The off season frat party resort vibe is strong. We stay at

LAKE HAVASU CITY, AZ

We take a stroll up the road, after passing a few empty trailers we
PHHW&DUO¿UVW\HDUVQRZELUGIURP,GDKR+HKDVMXVWERXJKWKLV59
DIWHUZRUNLQJWZRMREVVHOOLQJLQVXUDQFHDQGFOHDQLQJWKHÀRRUVDWD
dialysis clinic, all summer to save up money for this big trip. All his
stuff is in storage back in Boise. He is a single guy with a very clean
but bland appearance, acoustic guitar in hand and Christian tattoos on
his forearms. He listens attentively to our stories about Slab City but
says it is probably not for him but that he will be heading east to RV
PHFFD4XDUW]VLWHLQDIHZZHHNV³,DPVWLOOWU\LQJWR¿JXUHRXWLIWKLV
PHFFD4XDUW]VLWHLQDIHZZHHNV³,DPVWLOOWU\LQJWR¿JXUHRXWLIWKLV
life is for me. It is hard being on the road by yourself. But it is an unbeatable feeling of freedom. That keeps me going”. For now he is just
exploring all the free sites along the Colorado River, trying to keep
the mileage low on his motorhome. Next year he is going to try to sell
it and get something smaller, “this is way too big for me. I am just
a single guy you now. Trying to lead a simple life”. Before we part
ways he shares some good tips for more free places to stay upstream.

The gravel road where we are staying is just a few hundred meters off
RIKLJKZD\XSRQDPHVDZLWKQLFHYLHZRIWKH&RORUDGR5LYHU
RIKLJKZD\XSRQDPHVDZLWKQLFHYLHZRIWKH&RORUDGR5LYHU
:HDUULYHGODWH\HVWHUGD\DQGIHOODVOHHSOLVWHQLQJWRWKHKXPRI
wheelers zooming by on the highway below. In the morning we once
again wake up noticing that we are not alone, but in fact parked along
a fairly populated road. There are plenty of RVs, of different brands
and year models, line the road as far as we can see. Most of them have
been here for a while as it seems. They have pretty elaborate set ups
ZLWKDVWURWXUIEDUEHTXHVIRXUZKHHOHUVDQGODZQFKDLUV
ZLWKDVWURWXUIEDUEHTXHVIRXUZKHHOHUVDQGODZQFKDLUV

game of the World Series in a Mexican bar. The Giants won the game
and the series, the chile relleno was greasy but tasty. After the game
we stop at Wal-Mart to get some supplies. There are nine RVs of
varying sizes in the far end of the parking lot, no inhabitants in sight.
The vehicles are spread out, parked in a pattern securing as much
privacy as possible for inhabitants while at the same time not infringing on the attractive parking spaces closer to the store entrance. RV
varieties range from 40” motorhomes to run down camper vans and
trailers that look barely road safe. A very interesting mix.

We park and camp by a small road just outside of town. Most camSDEOHVSRWVDUHDOUHDG\RFFXSLHGEXWHYHQWXDOO\ZH¿QGDQLFHDQG

Now we have been camping three nights on BLM land by a small
creek just outside Zion National Park. Once again we found the site
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DAY 16: 8.11.14
MOAB, UT

From Zion we traveled east towards Moab. We decided to take the
scenic route not realizing this would add multiple hours to our trip.
We traveled up and down along endless winding roads through a
never ending landscape of shifting colors; red, orange, green, brown,
beige, grey, black, red again etc. The road was dotted with scenic
lookouts marking the way in which park authorities want you to see
QDWXUH2I¿FLDOLQIRERDUGVWDONDERXW³WKHUDUHUHVRXUFHWKDWLVVROLtude” tell the story about how this area was one of the last to be discovered in the lower United States.

DAY 15: 7.11.14
HIGHWAY 12, UT

Our second night at the campsite we met Stephen. He was camping
out of the back of his truck and came out here to work. He was a wildlife photographer from the nearby city of St George. He usually slept
on a thick air mattress in the truck bed when he was out working.
Originally from Salt Lake City, Stephen had been coming to Zion for
more than 35 years to shoot animals and nature. He had just gotten
EDFNIURPVWD\LQJWZRPRQWKVLQ<HOORZVWRQH

On our way down from the hike the other day we met Tom, an Australian 30-something traveling in a van he had bought a few weeks
ago in LA. He stayed in his van in the parking lot outside the park, not
a legal way to stay but “no problem if you just stay low key. I worked
it the same way when camping in LA. If you just try to stay invisible
you can pretty much stay anywhere without being bothered.” Tom
was on a long trip that would take him all the way to South America.
For that endeavor however he planned to put his van in storage and
travel by bus. It was too dangerous and to messy dealing with insurance issues to bring the van down there. When we left Tom was just
about to hitchhike up the canyon of Zion to take a multiple day hike
back down over the coming days.

through freecampsites.net. Secluded, free, clean, perfect and (maybe)
legal. The days we have spent hiking the ins and outs of the park. The
landscape of Zion is one of the most spectacular I have ever seen.
We have hiked up Angel’s Landing, the most insane hike I have ever
undertaken. Fear of death all the way up, feeling thrilled at the top.
It’s weird how our body and minds react to landscape. How travelling
through or merely looking at it can affect us like that.

After leaving Nevada we hit a heavy rainstorm in St George, UT and
spend a day at the movies.

DAY 12: 4.11.14
ROCKVILLE, UT

Today we woke up on a beach right on the Colorado River. Just east
of the river, still in Nevada. One could almost have swum across
the state line to Arizona from here. It is a nice family camp site and
boat launching kind of beach. There are a few other campers around,
mostly in tents, maybe two or three RVs. A truck got stuck in the mud
yesterday and the driver spent most of the night trying to dig his way
out. A local offered to help pull him out for 50 dollars but failed. The
man stuck in the mud is a retired army veteran who comes out here to
bet at the casinos. He is from “Arizona, Nevada, California, all over
EDVLFDOO\´ 2XU FORVHVW QHLJKERU KDV WUDYHOHG KHUH LQ KLV V .LZL
.LZL
RV from Minnesota, he is here to get away from the cold. The wind
overnight was crazy and we barely slept.

DAY 9: 1.11.14
TELEPHONE COVE, NV

All of a sudden we are in Nevada. On our way here we drove through
Bullhead City, Arizona. Another very stretched out townscape:
sprawl, mall, adult book store, mall, hotel, sprawl. Suddenly a desert mirage of glimmering casinos appeared across the river. We had
reached a little narrow stretch of Nevada. A Harrah’s, a fake steamboat by the name of “Colorado Belle” and maybe ten other casino
establishments. Once we cross the bridge into Laughlin we realize
WKDWHYHU\RQHHOVHLVZKLWHKDLUHGDQGRYHU/LIHPRYHVLQVORZ
motion. We decide to join the party and have some frozen margaritas
by the Dolly Parton themed slot machines.

LAUGHLIN, NV

A passage by Baudrillard describing Porterville, CA comes to mind:
“The only element of culture, the only mobile element is the car. No
cultural center, no center of entertainment. A primitive society: the
VDPHPRWRULGHQWL¿FDWLRQWKHVDPHFROOHFWLYHSKDQWDV\RIDQXQIROGing ritual: breakfast, movue, religious service, love and death,- the
ZKROHOLIHDVDGULYHLQ´ S 

a Days Inn across from a Safeway supermarket, do some shopping at
Dollar General and have dinner at In-n-Out Burger.

Backyard camping in Tucson, AZ
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Camping at a free established camp ground with a bath room and
PDUNHG VLWHV UXQ E\ WKH )RUHVW 6HUYLFHZH PHHW /LOLDQ$W ¿UVW
ZH
¿UVWZH
don’t get off on the right foot as we park our car way to close to her
trailer. But the morning after we walk over and say we’re sorry and
get invited for tea. She has been living full time in her motorhome,
D:LQQHEDJR9LVWDVLQFH,WKDGFRVWKHUEXWZDVVWLOO
“coming apart in the seams” and needed repairs all the time. “It is
just the right size for me and my dog. But I really wish I had gotten
one with a little higher clearance. This one barely made it out here on
this bumpy road. The better the off road capabilities of your vehicle
the further away you can get from people.” As of now Lilian bikes
or sometimes rents a car when she wants to venture off into nature.
Her own car “and a bunch of other stuff” is in storage up in southern
Oregon. Even before living full time in her RV she moved around a
lot working as a forest ranger. She thought she had about three more
years of full timing in her before it was time to settle somewhere
permanently. She likes to hike and bird watch but has yet to meet any
other RVers who are into that. Her next stop is a big bird watching
festival where she is hoping to make some new friends. “It does get

TONTO NATIONAL FOREST, AZ

After leaving Moab we took a detour into Colorado to see Mesa Verde
National Monument and learn about the native American tribes that
used to live there but disappeared without a trace a few hundred years
DJR:HVWD\HGWZRQLJKWVLQ$OEXTXHUTXH1HZ0H[LFRDQGGURYH
past the giant antennas of the world’s coolest piece of infrastructure:
the Very Large Array. After passing the New Mexico-Arizona border
ZHVWRSSHGIRUEULHIYLVLWWRWKH3HWUL¿HG)RUHVW1DWLRQDO3DUNZKR
offered free camping by their entrance in order to lure customers to
the gem shops there. The “campground” was basically a gravel parking lot and had no facilities. We were joined by a few other campers,
mostly in smaller, older motorhomes and vans. No big rigs in sight.
The next morning we headed south towards Tucson.

DAY 21: 13.11.14
FOUR CORNERS, CO

even turnout. All kinds of outdoorsy people gather here, college kids
here for the hiking, locals out to ride their home made dune buggies,
snowbirds just passing through etc. No one stays in the same spot for
more than two nights save for one group of more off road compatible
motorhomes who have ventured a few hundred meters away from the
road and created their own micro community out of four RVs and a
few cars and horse trailers that are parked in a rectangle formation. At
QLJKWLOOHJDOFDPS¿UHVOLQHWKHURDGDVIDUDVZHFDQVHHGHPDUFDWLQJ
QLJKWLOOHJDOFDPS¿UHVOLQHWKHURDGDVIDUDVZHFDQVHHGHPDUFDWLQJ
each encampment.
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Mobile homes, St George, UT

Boon doccking in northern Arizona

We just woke up in the airstream trailer we have been renting for
WKHSDVWIHZGD\V,WLVD´PRGHOFDOOHG7KH&ORXGDEHDXWLful piece of engineering and design. I am trying to imagine what it
would be like to have this as your only home, always on the move
waking up in a new landscape every other day. An interesting mash
up of the familiar objects of the trailer interior and the ever changing
surrounding landscape. I realize that there is a big difference between
motorhomes and towed trailers like this one when it comes to the
perception of landscape. In a motorhome you are able to see the surroundings from within the vehicle at any given moment, stationary
or in transit. In a trailer you only experience the landscape form the
trailer once you are parked and levelled. The view from the domestic
sphere of the motorhome on the road is like that of a TV, the view
from a parked trailer is a snapshot.

DAY 24: 16.11.14
TUCSON, AZ

Lilian calls herself a MoHo, “not too fancy to get my hands dirty, but
not trailer park trash”. She started her trip in Oregon and has ventured all
over in the past two years. She has visited Banff and Juniper in Canada,
Mexico (“I stayed in some gringo town by the beach, can’t even remember the name”) and then most of the noteworthy places throughout the
Southwest. “I will be selling this one in a few months” she says and taps
the plastic wall of her vehicle. “But is still day dream about taking her up
to the northeast, to see Maine, New Hampshire and all that”. She tells us
about the Escapees RV club and their co-op run RV parks and Red Cross
trained Escapee members who are constantly prepared to head to catastrophe zones and help out. Just like many others we meet along the road,
Lilian is bothered by the current state of affairs in US politics, about an
increasingly violent society, guns, the two party system and health care
policies. “It will probably all go to hell before it gets any better.”

lonely sometimes. I want to be outdoors AND meet people. I tried
Quartzsite and all that. Sure you’ll meet plenty of people there, and
LWV¿QHLI\RXMXVWOLNHWREHVLWWLQJDURXQGDQGGULQNLQJDOOGD\%XW
that’s not for me.” After the birdwatching festival she was heading to
Austin for a family wedding, then further east all the way to Florida.
Once there she will be staying with friends Coast for a few on the
*XOIZHHNVRUPRQWKV³ZKRNQRZVZKDWZLOOKDSSHQ"´DQGWKHQ¿QDOO\KHDGGRZQWRWKH.H\VDQGVHOOKHU59DQGVHWWOHGRZQ³0D\EH
I’ll get place down there for a while, but I could never stay there for
good. I like the mountains and the forest too much. I love Sedona,
have you guys been there? I have a friends there who let me camp on
their land for free. It’s the best. Those mountains up there. That’s the
best place in the entire country.”
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Biosphere 2
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Typical RV interior at La Mesa RV show, Phoenix

A huge greenhouse research facility in the middle of the desert. Awe
inspiring and crazy. Beautiful in its own way. Used in an attempt to

DAY 26: 18.11.14
BIOSPHERE 2, AZ

<HVWHUGD\ZHFDPSHGZD\XSLQWKHPRXQWDLQVLQDQROGPLQLQJFRPmunity turned campground called Sulphide del Rey. The actual sites
were very bumpy and steep so we ended up camping out in the parking
lot. We rode up a long winding road to get here, did not see a car for
many miles. It felt like we were alone on top of the world as we went
to sleep. It was below freezing overnight. In the morning Park Rangers
cleaning up in preparation for the spring season woke us up. They said
usually no campers showed up around here for another few months.

DAY 25: 17.11.14
GLOBE, AZ

We rent the airstream from Sam and Drew. Originally from Wisconsin and Minnesota they had been in Tucson for 15 years. They had
owned a bunch of campers over the years, this one was by far the
most luxurious to date. Many years ago they had been living fulltime out of small van camper travelling with health conferences from
state to state selling books. When business went bad they decided
WKDWWKH\QHHGHGDEUHDNIURPWKHURDG7KH\VHWWOHGLQ2UHJRQWR¿QG
VWHDG\MREV¿UVWOLYLQJLQWKHSDUNHGYDQDQGHYHQWXDOO\LQDKRXVH
After a few years in Oregon they decided it was time to move on.
They had both liked Tucson when they had stopped there during their
time on the road, it had the right mix of cultural offerings, health food
stores and a fair winter climate. Sam was getting ready to retire and
Drew worked as a freelance web developer. In January they would
JHWKLWWKHURDGDJDLQIRUWKHLU¿UVWORQJHUWULSLQPDQ\\HDUV7KH\
ZHUHJRLQJWRIXO¿ODORQJWHUPGUHDPRIYLVLWLQJWKHUHGZRRGIRUHVWV
ZHUHJRLQJWRIXO¿ODORQJWHUPGUHDPRIYLVLWLQJWKHUHGZRRGIRUHVWV
in northern California. Drew would still be doing her web work from
the road. In the summer they would embark on a new even longer
trip through the south. Sam was hoping they would be heading out
on the road full time again in a year or two but she was not sure that
Drew was up for it.

It gets really cold in the RV as soon as the sun goes down. Poor
insulation I guess. The heating system is similar to the AC system
RIDFDUVHHPVUHDOO\LQHI¿FLHQWWREHDQDOPRVWQHZ592WKHUWKDQ
that it’s a really nice and spacious trailer, almost 10 meters long. The
layout works really well for two people, smart storage solutions and
WZRVHSDUDWHURRPV6RPHRIWKHGHWDLOLQJVHHPVDOLWWOHÀLPV\IRUD
trailer in this price range, and why does the bathroom door not extend
DOOWKHZD\WRWKHÀRRUDQGURRI"
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The Starbucks in the Safeway parking lot is crowded with well-off
T-shirts.
white haired retirees. Jazzercise T
Tshirts. Venti sized mocca lattes.
Gossip about a woman who would not go to church. The girl at the

SUN CITY WEST, AZ

The morning after we visit Camping World, a chain store for RVs
and RV accessories, and pretend to shop for RVs. Our salesman,
Joe “Corn” Cobb, is semi-retired and spends most of the year on the
road himself. He shows us a couple of different varieties. Most are
very spacious but have strange layouts. All have very dark and old
fashioned interiors. We get to know that the main issue for people
who want to go full time is that it is impossible to get a loan to
buy an RV if you do not have a permanent address. “If you buy an
RV you will also become a part of a wonderful community. Where
people help each other and hang out regardless of where you are
from or who you are. It is like America used to be. Don’t’ leave
town until we’ve got you guys one of these!” Joe tells us as we
leave. The manager of the store comes out to shake our hands and
thanks us for our business.

Camping in the sandy dunes just east of Phoenix. Our neighbors are
from Washington state, they form a cluster of 4-5 RVs with dune
buggies. All the RVs are fairly new 30”+ motorhomes. They travel
from town to town to take part in off road races throughout the winter.
They have been staying out here for three weeks now. Their RVs and
other vehicles form a little courtyard decorated with string lights and
SODVWLFIXUQLWXUHZKHUHWKH\KDYHFDPS¿UHVLQJDORQJVDQGGLQQHUSDUties. They let their generators run all night, very annoying if you are
LQDWHQW$FURVVWKHJUDYHOURDGD¿IWKZKHHOWUDLOHUZLWKDSUHWW\SHUmanent looking set up is parked. A lone man lives there with his dog.

VULTURE PEAK RD, AZ

&DQG\FRUQDWDGULYHLQPRYLHWKHDWUHDQLJKWPRWHOURRP$PXVW\
&DQG\FRUQDWDGULYHLQPRYLHWKHDWUHDQLJKWPRWHOURRP$PXVW\
smell of mold and carpet cleaner. CBS News reporting outside the next
GRRU0RWHODERXWWRGGOHUVKDYLQJEHHQIHG=]]4XLOVE\WKHLUPRWKHU
Drug dealing in the hallway. Cigarette butt smoking kids in the stairwell.
&RSVSDUNHGRXWVLGH&RSVDWWKHEUHDNIDVWZDIÀHEXIIHW'UXQNEDUHIRRW
PRWHOJXHVWVDW$0VFUHDPLQJDWWKHGHVNFOHUNDERXWKDYLQJORVW
their keys. A Mormon run thrift store. Coin less laundry.

NORTH PHOENIX, AZ

mimic earths biosphere in a closed system back in the 90s. Such an
inspiring environment. Locking yourself in WITH nature instead of
away from it.
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In rural southern Arizona’s beige and rocky landscape, towns are few
and far between, often distinguished by little else than giant signs for
gas stations and fast food restaurants. But among these truck stops,
whose only goal seems to be to lure you in to spend your money and
then get out of there as fast as possible, one town is a little different. As you approach the one-dimensional town, you notice that its
sprawling cityscape stretches far out into the desert surround¬ings,

DAY 28: 20.11.14
QUARTZSITE, AZ

We meet Chris, an RV salesman with La Mesa RV, the company putting on the whole spectacle. He spends three months out of the year
in his own Winnebago traveling between RV shows like this one. He
usually leaves his hometown Sacramento when winter comes, so far
WKLV\HDUKHKDVGRQH<XPD/DXJKOLQ3DUNHUDQGDIHZPRUHVWRSV
WKLV\HDUKHKDVGRQH<XPD/DXJKOLQ3DUNHUDQGDIHZPRUHVWRSV
He likes to make inappropriate jokes about immigrants and “loves
going on cruises”.

We attend an RV show at a football stadium. The astro turf of the
IRRWEDOO¿HOGKDVEHHQUHPRYHGDQGWKHHQWLUHFRQFUHWHÀRRULV¿OOHG
with brand new a RVs of different sizes, brands and classes. It is truly
absurd, hundreds of mobile home environment bubbles on display
inside the space ship style stadium. Among the other attendees there
DUHSUREDEO\DERXWUHWLUHHV7KHUHDUHWLQ\WUDLOHUVDOPRVWOLNH
DUHSUREDEO\DERXWUHWLUHHV7KHUHDUHWLQ\WUDLOHUVDOPRVWOLNH
the common Swedish ones in size, but also gigantic 40” motorhomes
FRPSOHWHZLWKIRXUÀDWVFUHHQ79VDIXOONLWFKHQHLJKWEHGVZDVKHU
dryer, 1,5 baths and outdoor cooking possibilities. Tribal patterns
DQGRUZLOGDQLPDOVLQIXOOFRORUDGRUQWKHIDoDGHV$ORQJVRPHRI
WKHDLVOHVWKHUHLVDFRPSHWLWLRQLQOX[XU\JRLQJRQZKRFDQ¿WWKH
WKHDLVOHVWKHUHLVDFRPSHWLWLRQLQOX[XU\JRLQJRQZKRFDQ¿WWKH
most slide-outs, the most outside TV screens, fridges and built in barEHTXHV RQ WKHLU YHKLFOH"$QG WKHQ WKHUH LV WKH LQWHULRUV ZKLOH WKH
WKH
exteriors are usually light tan or black, the interiors are brown, brown
DQG EURZQ V DQG V WH[WLOH SDWWHUQV JUDQLWH FRXQWHU WRSV GDUN
ZRRGFDELQHWU\DQGVKLQ\WLOHÀRRUV)DNHZRRGDQGJUDQLWHLQWKH
ZRRGFDELQHWU\DQGVKLQ\WLOHÀRRUV)DNHZRRGDQGJUDQLWHLQWKH
budget RVs, the real deal if you are willing to splurge. The beds are
HQRUPRXVÀXII\&DOLIRUQLDNLQJVWKHEDWKURRPXQLWVDUHPDGHIURP
one piece of plastic and the cruise control systems is so advanced that
you barely have to be able to drive.

DAY 27: 19.11.14
PHOENIX, AZ

counter is from Vermont. Her dad spends his winters touring through
Texas in his RV, she is heading down there to meet him for thanksgiving in Corpus Christi next week.

Quartzsite, clockwise from top left
Outdoor RV showroom on Main Street, solo off gridders at Hi Jolly
Campground, downtown Quartzsite RV park, mobile antique dealer,
classic corral shaped RV gathering
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Lucy and Pete praised the atmosphere at Quartzsite saying that everyone, “regardless if you had sold you farm and just made $20 million
or was just a simple sailor” could hang out together. Before retirement Pete had been a sailor while Lucy had run her own business.
But they had worked way to much back then. “We have had much
PRUHIXQLQWKHSDVW\HDUVWKDQZHKDGLQRXU¿UVW\HDUV´-XG\
PRUHIXQLQWKHSDVW\HDUVWKDQZHKDGLQRXU¿UVW\HDUV´-XG\
said and burst into laughter. It was exactly 40 years since they got
D
WKHLU ¿UVW 59 D VLPSOH VOLGH LQ WUXFN FDPSHU 7KHQ WKH\ ERXJKW D
WHDUGURS WUDLOHU DQG WKHQ WKHLU ¿UVW VPDOO PRWRUKRPH$W RQH SRLQW
they had made the mistake of getting a huge 40” motorhome, it was
so large that they, at the time were not able to camp at most parks.
1RZWKH\ZHUHVWD\LQJLQD´WRZDEOHWUDLOHU³,W¶VWKHEHVWERWK
1RZWKH\ZHUHVWD\LQJLQD´WRZDEOHWUDLOHU³,W¶VWKHEHVWERWK
for mileage, at least with a diesel engine, and for being able to get
around” Pete said.

This morning we met Lucy and Pete, the campground hosts of the
Plomosa Rd BLM campground. The part of the camp they were in
charge of was still pretty empty and they seemed to have a pretty
chill time. They drove down here from their summer home in a river
valley in Idaho each year, had been doing so for more than 20 years.
This year they decided to come down a little earlier than usual since
it was snowing like crazy back home. After camping at the Plomosa
Rd BLM land for a few days the rangers came by and asked them for
permit. They explained that they didn’t have one since there was no
camp host there to give them one. “Of course, no problem” the rangers said, “we haven’t found anyone to host here yet. Maybe you guys
OLNHWREHFDPSJURXQGKRVWV"´7KH\ZHUHUHOXFWDQWDW¿UVWEXWWKHQ
OLNHWREHFDPSJURXQGKRVWV"´7KH\ZHUHUHOXFWDQWDW¿UVWEXWWKHQ
accepted the offer. In exchange they got to stay in the BLM all season
SOXVIUHHXWLOLWLHVDQGDVPDOOVDODU\7KHRQO\LVVXHWKH\KDGWR¿JXUH
SOXVIUHHXWLOLWLHVDQGDVPDOOVDODU\7KHRQO\LVVXHWKH\KDGWR¿JXUH
out now was that the BLM rangers wanted them to stay on duty until
mid-April but they had to be back home in Idaho before April 1st for
income tax reasons.

PLOMOSA RD, AZ

4XDUW]VLWHLVDKDUGSODFHWRJUDVSZKHQ\RX¿UVWJHWKHUH,WLVFRPpletely horizontal. A conglomerate of gas stations and trailer parks
by the intersection of the I-95 and the I-10. Many of the trailer parks
downtown along the main street are already full. The LTVA and BLM
ODQG]RQHVVXUURXQGLQJWKHFLW\DUHVORZO\VWDUWLQJWR¿OOXSZLWKWUDLOers but it is still early in the season.

way beyond the standard few blocks clustered just off the interstate.
It is a community of thousands of recreational vehicles that have
turned this patch of desert into a booming urban center.

The other guests at the campground are for the most part in new moWRUKRPHVRU¿IWKZKHHOWUDLOHUVWKHUHDUHPD\EHRIXVKHUHLQWRWDO
Pretty sparsely populated. There are two older motorhomes parked
together a little ways off in one corner and even one family camping
in a tent. The vibe is very relaxed. There is not that much to do here

Our New Mexican campground hosts here have been full timing for
19 years. Going everywhere “from the Grand Canyon to Florida”.
7KH\VWDUWHGRXWLQDQ´:LQQHEDJR0LQQLH:KLQQLHEXWKDYHVLQFH
XSJUDGHGDIHZWLPHVQRZWKH\KDYHD¶PRWRUKRPH7KH\VD\WKDW
they have already lived out all their dreams on the road, now they just
want to be here, meet nice likeminded people and have a good time.

DAY 29: 21.11.14
HI JOLLY CAMPGROUND, AZ

Most of the commercial establishments that boom during the peak
months are also mobile, predominantly tent based. In the off season
WKHUHLVQRWPXFKKHUHEXWDIHZGROODUVWRUHVDWDTXHULDDQGVRPH
gas stations.

As we travel further south we reach the Roadrunner LTVA zone, one
of the parts of that are yet to be populated. There are many signs still
around from the previous year’s camp; courtyards and paths marked
E\URFNIRUPDWLRQVRQWKHJURXQG2OG¿UHSLWVPDUNWKHFHQWHUVRI
blocks of corral communities. It is easy to imagine how people lived
here few months ago and how this little piece of blank desert will
spring to life again in just a few weeks.

In downtown Quartzsite the swap meets are open for business and eager shoppers swarm around piles of expired food at discount prices,
precious gems, souvenirs and boxes of used license plates. “I love
dust” is a popular T
Tshirt print. South of Main street are the larger
T-shirt
Long Term Visitor Areas, where smaller blocks of RVs are starting
to form. Much more so than in the BLM land where we have been
staying. I guess it makes more sense to put some thought into how
you organize your community if you plan on staying longer than the
14 days you are allowed to stay in the BLM zones. I see four vehicle
courtyards, beginnings of corral formations, more block or trailer
park like structures that almost form streets. It is fascinating to witness a city in the making like this and I wish I had time to stay for
ORQJHUDQGVHHLWFRPHWROLIHDIXOOÀHGJHGFLW\VFDSHLQ'HFHPEHU
The vibe is very friendly. The Long Term Visitor Area is the kind of
neighborhood where every front door is unlocked, an open hood on
an RV is like an invitation to a party.

QUARTZSITE, AZ

Hi Jolly Campground, Quartzsite
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But it is only in the past year and a half that he and Christie have
been living full time on the road. They are actually two of many
full-timing retirees we meet who have lead a somewhat mobile lifestyle even before retiring and going full time. At Hi Jolly they had
set up camp with Daniel’s friend John. He was not very talkative
but I at least gathered that he had been on the road for something
like 10 years. They had set up a mini camp with their entrances
facing each other, this also meant that their awnings extended and
overlapped to form a shared third room in between the two RVs.
7KH\DOVRVKDUHG'DQLHODQG&KULVWLH¶VJHQHUDWRUDTXLHWHUPRGHODW
50 dB compared to John’s that was a beast at 120 dB. All generators
in the campground were turned off at 10 PM as a courtesy toward
the neighbors and were not allowed to be turned back on until after
$07KHLU59ZDVDIDLUO\QHZPRGHOZLWKODUJHVOLGHRXWVWKDW
could be extended in less than 30 seconds. However the large slidable compartments also meant that they had to put all their stuff on
WKHÀRRUZKHQWKH\ZHUHLQWUDQVLW
WKHÀRRUZKHQWKH\ZHUHLQWUDQVLW

Daniel explained at length about the process of how he had “been
saved” and found god about 30 years ago. He had been bitten by
D FRSSHUKHDG VQDNH DQG VXEVHTXHQWO\ GLHG DW WKH KRVSLWDO EXW WKHQ
WKHQ
he had miraculously been brought back to life again. Daniels’s eyes
¿OOHGXSZLWKWHDUVDVKHWROGWKHVWRU\+HZHQWRQWRWHOOPRUHVWRULHV
¿OOHGXSZLWKWHDUVDVKHWROGWKHVWRU\+HZHQWRQWRWHOOPRUHVWRULHV
about how god had made himself visible to him and how he had been
able to save and heal people by just placing his hands upon them.
Later he had become an alcoholic, but god saved him from that too.
Both he and Christie had also been heavy smokers, god saved them
again! As it turns out Daniel has been working doing his healing and
lectures on god’s powers manifested in man for many years on the
road. He was “a traveling salesman in God’s service”, as he puts it.

$VZHZHUHPDNLQJD¿UH\HVWHUGD\ZHJRWWRWDONLQJWR'DQLHO+H
$VZHZHUHPDNLQJD¿UH\HVWHUGD\ZHJRWWRWDONLQJWR'DQLHO+H
RIIHUHGXVVRPH¿UHZRRGDQGWKHQLQYLWHGXVRYHUWRKLVWUDLOHU+H
RIIHUHGXVVRPH¿UHZRRGDQGWKHQLQYLWHGXVRYHUWRKLVWUDLOHU+H
DQGKLVZLIH&KULVWLHKDGMXVWVROGWKHLUKRXVHRXWVLGH$OEXTXHUTXH
 PRQWKV DJR 6LQFH WKHQ WKH\ KDG EHHQ EXV\ WUDYHOLQJ WKURXJK
WKURXJK
Texas, Louisiana and all the way up to Vermont and then back down
south again through New Jersey. In the south they had visited old
army friends of Daniel’s, in Jersey City they had met with a pastor Daniel was very inspired by. They had previously owned several
motorhomes of different sizes that they had used to travel between
different Christian conferences throughout the country.

except to take it easy. Maybe do some shopping downtown, socialize
with your neighbors or go to one of nightly social events put on by
the QIA, Quartzsite Improvement Agency.
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At a gas station in Brawley I notice that they are selling “Dune Passes”, camping passes for the sand racing event we just passed, for all
weekends of the winter. This is no one time event but rather an ongoing thing. However, the structure and temporality of this event was
more like that of a music festival and less like a mobile city.

$VZHFRQWLQXHZHVWRQKLJKZD\ZHDUHVXGGHQO\LQDZKROHGLII
ferent kind of desert landscape. No more red dirt and mesas, instead
we are in a white sand desert of endless pristine dunes. Another few
miles down the road we approach what looks like a giant sand storm
FORXGIURPDIDU,WWXUQVRXWWREHVRPHNLQGRI$792+9 $OO7HUUDLQ9HKLFOH2II+LJKZD\9HKLFOH JDWKHULQJ'LIIHUHQWNLQGVRIFUDzy off road vehicles cruise up and down the dunes and crisscross the
landscape leaving a cloud trail of sand and dust in their tracks. At the
center of everything is a makeshift RV park made up of of different
NLQGVRIWUDLOHUVDQGPRWRUKRPHVPRVWRIZKLFKDUHDOVRHTXLSSHG
to hold a second vehicle. It looks like a horde of giant sand creatures
have taken over. This is their nest, like something out of Star Wars or
Mad Max. Completely surreal.

After leaving Quartzsite we head west along I-10 through Blythe and
soon we are back in California again. We haven’t showered for days
so we decide to go for a swim in the Colorado River. The river band
LVVWHHSDQGWKHZDWHUÀRZVIDVWDQGFROGEXWZHPDNHLWRXWDOLYHDQG
possibly cleaner than before.

BRAWLEY, CA

On our way through Quartzsite we stopped at the town museum. It
contained little more than a few laminated sheets of paper delineating
the town’s development and a few dioramas. The museum attendant’s
QDPHLV*LOEHUW+HLVLQKLVHDUO\VDQGOLYHVLQDVPRWRUKRPH
on the premises of the museum just off the I-10. He spends his winters here and his summers back home in Michigan. When he is here
he volunteers at the museum and runs a food co-op feeding the local
poor. A proud snowbird serving his temporary community.

Before taking off yesterday we had a long breakfast with Daniel and
Christie. Once again Daniel got emotional multiple times as he mentioned his healing practice and serving god. We also learned that they
were a part of Christian network of RVers that met up at different
locations throughout the year. We left Hi Jolly at noon.

DAY 30: 22.11.14
QUARTZSITE, AZ
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I get to talking to Tim. He is from Milwaukee but has spent the last
14 years on the road. The past 5 years in a 22” Winnebago, before
that he was in an even smaller motorhome. This time he has been in
Slab City since January, his second time. In the spring he is going to
move to Reno in order to be closer to his son and grandkids. His son
is in jail on drug charges and Jim thought his wife could do with some
help. He had been a seasonal farm worker, a grain elevator operator.
He would stay at the farm where he worked in his RV in the spring
and fall and then head north to his family in the summer, staying in
his mom’s driveway, and south to warmer weather in the winter.

Gwen tipped us off about a Sunday morning breakfast buffet being
served at a place called the Oasis Club in the eastern parts of Slab
City. After spending the night in the car by Salvation Mountain (we
were still a little worried by all the talk about meth heads from our
last visit) we headed to the Low Road where all the RVer singles clubs
are located. It turns out that The Oasis Club is also really a place for
senior singles, but on Sunday morning it is open for all. Breakfast for
$5 was sausage, potatoes and French toast. Lots of people gathered,
many familiar faces from the night before.

7KLVLVUHDOO\DYHU\GLIIHUHQW6ODE&LW\WKDQZKHQZHYLVLWHGWKH¿UVW
time a month ago. Now everyone has come together to form a vibrant
community. It looks like something out of the movie Hook or a circus
run by Tom Waits. Free and welcoming for all in the best of ways, not
to far removed from a true representation of its slogan “the last free
place on earth“.

$WDERXW\HVWHUGD\ZHSXOOHGLQWRWKHSDUNLQJORWDWWKH5DQJH
$WDERXW\HVWHUGD\ZHSXOOHGLQWRWKHSDUNLQJORWDWWKH5DQJH
in Slab City. Men with long white hair playing the blues on a stage
set up between to stranded school buses. The seating is made up of
left behind sofas that are covered in stains of who-knows-what. The
crowd is full of dreadlocked kids and ragged dogs. A strong smell of
skunk weed is in the air. The dust is everywhere, in your eyes, in your
beer and in your ears. Bands alternate on stage, ranging from mind
EORZLQJWRKRUULEOH6RPHRQHOLJKWVD¿UHLQDQRLOGUXP:HPHHWD
EORZLQJWRKRUULEOH6RPHRQHOLJKWVD¿UHLQDQRLOGUXP:HPHHWD
young biologist from Chicago who had moved down here to work at
DVWDWHSDUNZHVWRI6DOWRQ6HD:HDOVRPHHW*ZHQ6KHLVLQKHUV
originally from “up north” but she still gets her mail to a PO box in
Florida where she lived before coming to Slab City a few years ago.
³,VWLOOKDYHQ¶WTXLWH¿JXUHGRXWLI,OLYHKHUHRUQRW,ZDVMXVWSDVVLQJ
³,VWLOOKDYHQ¶WTXLWH¿JXUHGRXWLI,OLYHKHUHRUQRW,ZDVMXVWSDVVLQJ
through but then I am still here so I… I just really don’t know.” Gwen
says before taking a few hits of her hasch pipe.

DAY 31: 23.11.14
SLAB CITY, CA

The last effort. An RV factory tour. It is a very labor intensive process. A simple build: space frame metal structures, Styrofoam insulation, plastic exterior and glued on CNC milled laminate interiors. 200
hours to build, half of which is spent on the interior and cabinetry.
All assembly is done by hand. 90% of the work force is made up
of immigrants. 90% of the people on the tour are retirees. The RVs
made here are more modest and useful, less boastful than those at the
RV fair we visited previously. “All production is made to order, our
vehicles never sit in the lot!”

LANCE CAMPER, LANCASTER, CA

As we leave the desert and approach the coast again I am struck by
an unexpected feeling of familiarity. Had I been longing for green
grass and ocean air all along? Or was it just the semi-planned centric
DQGVRPHZKDW(XURSHDQVW\OHXUEDQLW\",WLVGH¿QLWHO\DEUHDNIURP
the tan colored and dusty desert of ad hoc communities we had just
left behind us.

DAY 34: 26.11.14
IRVINE, CA

Just before leaving again we met Tommy. He had been on stage at the
range the day before, one of the most skilled musicians. He had come
here just a week ago and would stay on until March. “It’s like music
camp. Different jams at different stages or at people’s houses every
RWKHUQLJKW´+HKDGEHHQFRPLQJKHUHIRU¿YH\HDUVVWD\LQJLQKLV
small camper van with two guitars and a small amp, some books and
some clothes, “that’s’ all you need”.

Tim had talked to a few of the people who “had been around here
for a while” about the future of Slab City. Consensus among them
seemed to be that it might not be around for that long. Since Leonard
.QLJKW WKH DUWLVW EHKLQG WKH 6DOYDWLRQ 0RXQWDLQ KDG GLHG D OLWWOH
over a year ago upkeep had faltered and they feared the mountain
might lose its national landmark status. “If that goes, we go. Plus
you know, the people over there, in Niland, don’t want us here. They
claim we are all a bunch of junkies and sell drugs to their kids. I don’t
see a lot of drugs at all around here.” Later Tim confessed to having
seen “some stuff, worse than weed at least sold at the internet café”.

Assembly work at Lance Camper plant, Lancaster

Slab City community bulletin board

Wall segments, Lance Camper plant, Lancaster

Live music at The Range, Slab City
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RV park just north of Quartzsite

Quartzsite in Arizona and Slab City in California are the two most well-known cities of
the RV world. While they have both grown
IURP LQIRUPDO FOXVWHUV DQG VTXDWWHU VHWWOHments, today they differ in many aspects;
in urban form, demographics, permanence
as well as legal status, yet they are united in
their strong sense of community and setting
in the open landscape.

In cases of clustered parking in an off grid
VHWWLQJWKHSDWWHUQVDQGXUEDQFRQ¿JXUDWLRQV
DUHPRUHLQIRUPDOO\GH¿QHG7KHUHDUHQRVHW
rules as to how things are to be done. Some
groups form large city block like structures,
others mimic the corral shape of the pioneers
while yet others might choose to park in tight
groups of 2-4 RVs. All depending on the site
and size of the cluster, what the landscape alORZVDQGWRZKDWGHJUHHWKHXUEDQFRQ¿JXration can accommodate people coming and
going while still maintaining a functioning
structure.

Another important factor in the creation
RI WKLV XQLTXH YHUVLRQ RI D FLW\ LV WKDW WKH
whole design process happens virtually
without top-down organization, every decision about the urban form, except for the
outer limits of establishment, which are decided by the Bureau of Land Management

Urban Form
As any other city, Quartzsite is made up of
neighborhoods and blocks of varying size,
density and demographics. The main difference is of course that each unit that makes
up the instant city is mobile and might be
removed from its urban context, temporarily or permanently, at any time. As an urban
structure it is based solely on temporary association.

)LUVWO\ D SUHUHTXLVLWH IRU WKH FUHDWLRQ RI
Quartzsite is that some of the least sustainable and most gas guzzling creations known
to man travel millions of miles combined to
get there. However, once the RVs are parked
the city is actually relatively ecologically
sound. Its citizens live in compact spaces
packed tightly together and have to conserve
resources such as water and power and produce a minimum of waste. As a result the
mobile city of Quartzsite is able to subsist on
a minimum of infrastructure and resources.
<HWGXHWRWKHVKHHUPDVVRIYLVLWRUVHYHU\
year as the instant city forms and the borders
of Quartzsite expand, the barely existing infrastructure is stretched to its limits. Being
a giant mobile community that repeatedly
assembles itself in the desert without the
presence of serious governance, Quartzsite
and its surroundings are an urban oddity. It
resembles an expanded version of the earliest trailer parks in its ad hoc but community
based planning.

The collective behaviors among RVers vary a
lot between different settings. The most formal is usually the trailer park or the formal
campground at a state or national park where
RVs are commonly parked in an organized
PDQQHURQVSHFL¿HGDQGSDLGIRUVSRWVZLWK
electricity, water and other services hooked
up. The areas for interaction often also have
a formal character with markers in the shape
RIFRPPXQDOEDUEHTXHVDQGJD]HERV
At the rallies put on by different RV clubs the
structure is also to varying degrees formalL]HG EXW WKH XUEDQ FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ WDNHV RQ D
more free form as RVs are often parked in an
open space. Here the community is important and the social spaces are large and well
organized surrounded by a cluster of RVs.

5.3.1 QUARTZSITE

5.3 Neighborhood Interaction
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Notes from Downtown Quartzsite message board

Social Shopping
One of the most important factors, besides
the sheer number of people, which draws
people to Quartzsite today is the occurrence
of events, swap meets and gem shows. During the busy winter months a number of notable shows and events take place including
“the Main Event”, “Tyson Wells’ Sell-A-Rama”, the “QIA Pow Wow” and” the “Quartzsite Sports, Vacation and RV Show”. These
shows are seemingly about trade and sale
of RVs and RV related items, rocks, gems
and assorted second hand goods in varying
condition. Most campers here don’t have
an emplyment except as full time consumers. However, the main attraction according
to many people we meet is in fact the social
exchange and the community, rather than the
exchange of goods and money. Even among
the merchants the ultimate goal is often not
WR PDNH D ORW RI PRQH\ EXW WR ¿QG IULHQGV
or a new partner. Sumrell and Varnelis also
talked about how the exchanging of stones
reminds the visitors to Quartzsite that they
“are nothing, make nothing and do not need
to labor”. They are merely “individuals, just
DIÀXHQWHQRXJKWRHVFDSHWKHQHFHVVLW\RIODERUDQGIUHHWRSXUVXHWKHLUGUHDPV´  

The sprawling structure of Quartzsite is also
an example of remarkable horizontal density. Even the most luxurious motorhomes
DUH UDUHO\ ODUJHU WKDQ  VTXDUH PHWHUV LQ
size. RVs are parked in tight clusters to form
public and semi-private spaces and to share
access to commodities such as electricity or
water.

(BLM), come from the citizens themselves.
The LTVAs (Long Term Visitor Areas)
around Quartzsite form an urban laboratory
for nomadic systems on a never before seen
scale, in both time and space. Here you are
free to stay for months at a time, for a perPLWIHHRIDPHUH2QH/79$UHVLGHQW
claims: “Some people can afford to stay in
overnight RV parks, but those places run
HYHQDQLJKW$ORWRIXVFDQ¶W
afford to do that” (Berg, 2010).

According to the citizens I spoke to, Slab
City’s existence depends largely on the
good will or, more likely, neglect of the
government agencies in charge of the
land it occupies. Another reason behind
the fact that Slab city has survived is the
nearby folk art piece “Salvation Mountain”
E\ ORFDO DUWLVW /HRQDUG .QLJKW D SDLQWHG
rock formation consisting of murals and
sculptures featuring Christian sayings and
bible verses. The artwork is right at the entrance to Slab City and the fact that LeonDUG.QLJKWZDVDUHVLGHQWRI6ODE&LW\KDV
PDGHWKHSURFHVVRIHYLFWLQJWKHVTXDWWLQJ
FLW\ KDUG +RZHYHU .QLJKW ZDV KRVSLWDOized in 2010 and died in 2014. Since the
hospitalization the maintenance of his artwork has been undertaken by volunteers
IURPWKHDUHDEXWKDVGHWHULRUDWHGTXLFNO\

The spatial pattern of Slab City is a kind of
self-segregating structure. People of different interests tend to cluster in different parts
of the city. Outsiders keep to themselves at
the outskirts while snowbirds in expensive
RVs form clusters on one side of the city
and the hippie families on another. Space is
not really an issue here. There is room for
everyone. However, the low spatial density
also makes visitors feel less welcome. The
structure is more suburban and one feels like
an intruder under surveillance.

Slab City is a so called free town located
on the site of an abandoned US military
base near Niland, California. It is home to
a combination of permanent residents, who
live in stranded and often run down RVs,
and snowbirds who pass through and make
the population peek between November and
early March. During the winter months the
two groups coexist and manage to live alongside each other, albeit mildly suspicious of
one another.

5.3.2 SLAB CITY

Different types of RVs also engage surrounding spaces differently. Motorhomes
are generally elevated and thus less engaged in the public space outside, trailers engage their surroundings more since
they are closer to ground level. On one end
of the spectrum are older slide-in camper
units that are placed on the bed of a pickup truck. They are practically just an extension of the automobile with one small
entrance and very small windows. On the
other end are modern motorhomes, that are
generally more adapted for social activities and come prepared with large indoor
spaces, lots of seating and storage as well
as generous outdoor amenities in the form
of full slide-out kitchens, televisions and
entertainment centers. The exterior TV is
an interesting contradiction to the popular
notion of the RVs window as a “TV” for
viewing the landscape outside. The outside
TV works in the opposite way, an outside
ZLQGRZ EDFN SHHNLQJ EDFN LQWR VRFLHW\
FRQVXPSWLRQWUDGLWLRQDOXUEDQOLIH

,Q DOO VHWWLQJV OLVWHG DERYH IURP VTXDWWHG
desert space to formal campgrounds, one of
the most important factors for the creation of
a functioning community is the friendliness
between RVers. Interaction within the community takes on many shapes: invitations to
pot-luck dinners, music jam sessions, camp¿UHV VLQJDORQJV DQG GDQFHV DUH FRPPRQ LQ
both formal and informal camping areas. In
formal settings they are often put on by the
RV park or RV club while they tend to occur
more spontaneously in the semi-public space
between the camped RVs in informal settlements. Pot-luck dinners are perhaps the most
common activity, partly due to the limited
cooking abilities of standard RV kitchens.

5.3.3 INTERACTION

and its future, and thereby also the fate of
Slab City, is uncertain.
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For those who decide to become full-time
QRPDGV WKH GH¿QLWLRQ RI ZKDW D ³KRPH´ LV
radically changes. As they go through a reduction in the size of domestic space (usually
by a factor of between four and ten) and a
reduced number of individual possessions, a
process that by anthropological accounts is
both traumatic and emancipatory, they come
to see both their current and former living
TXDUWHUV LQ D QHZ OLJKW ,Q KLV ZULWLQJ RQ
senior RVers Deane Simpson describes the
process as a “severing of one’s connection to
the sedentary ground of the suburban home
within and upon which the majority of RVers have spent their entire lives” (Simpson,
S 

5.4.2 DOWN-SIZING

Even though they are vehicles at heart the
domestic character of RVs is infallible. Regardless of style, make or year model they
are always made to feel homey in a very
traditional way. This is especially visible in
the interior design. Inside the RV the layouts, functions and stylings of suburbia are
PLPLFNHG DQG DPSOL¿HG +RZHYHU GXH WR
the weight and volume limitations, everything is also miniaturized and designs are
PDGH ZLWK D UHPDUNDEOH HI¿FLHQF\ RI PDterials. The materiality and color palette
is the same beige, faux wood and carpeting as many suburban ranch houses. Other
domestic elements replicated include fake
marble counter tops, tiles, mahogany wood
paneled cabinets and upholstery fabric as
well as common interior ornaments such as
FXVKLRQVDQGÀRZHUVWKDWKDYHWREHVWRZHG
while on the road, only to be refurnished
upon parking, a considerable effort, both by
GHVLJQHUV DQG UHVLGHQWV WR FDPRXÀDJH WKH
mobile condition.

5.4.1 INTERIOR

5.4 A Domestic Sphere
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RVs usually have a retractable awning
that extends to create a space like that of
the veranda of a regular house, a semiprivate covered space. This space often
FRPHV ZLWK DUWL¿FLDO ÀRRU VXUIDFH RI DVtro turf, fake lawn imitating the suburban
landscape, accompanied by a “home sweet
home” doormat and portable tables and
chairs. Other items used to personalize and
demarcate the exterior domesticated space

The augmented image of domesticity on the
LQVLGHRIWKH59LVDOVRUHÀHFWHGLQLWVH[WHULRUDQGVXUURXQGLQJV(DFKXQLWLV¿UVWSRsitioned on a site in a favorable position in
relation to landscape elements, sun orientation and other RVs. The adjacent spaces are
furnished and decorated to demarcate what
zones are private, shared or public spaces.
The structuring of these different zones in
the space of the emerging recreational vehicle camp is often similar to the regular
suburban domestic landscape.

5.4.3 EXTERIOR

Among the mostly young-old RVers we met
on our trip many expressed feeling a sense
of freedom after having gotten rid of belongings. Some expressed missing certain items
or perhaps the possibilities of a full kitchen,
but were still content with their choice. Many
of them had swapped snow and freezing temperatures for a mild and bright southwestern
winter where they pursue a comfortable lifestyle of luxury and convenience. Nate Berg
describes the situation well in a High Country News article: ”Think of the old adage
that a man’s home is his castle, and then add
wheels. And satellite television and roaming
,QWHUQHWDFFHVV.LQJVL]HGEHGVZLWK(J\Stian cotton sheets. Solar panels and high-end
power generators” (2010). But everything
is not about material luxury in a miniature
package. The luxury of free time, by choice,
FRPELQHG ZLWK LQ¿QLWH PRELOLW\ LV VWLOO WKH
key element.

The infrastructure supporting the network is
complex and consists of multiple parts. First
there are the objects, satellite dishes attached

The networking potential within the RV
community has increased exponentially over
WKH SDVW GHFDGH $W ¿UVW WKH DYDLODELOLW\ RI
portable satellite internet systems and later
the introduction of smart phones with internet access has helped create an unprecedented level of interconnectivity between RVers.
This access to real time uninterrupted communication has also affected how the community operates spatially.

5.5.1 IMMATERIAL NETWORKS

5.5 Networks

While the habitats created by RVs are the
main focus of this essay, the places where
they are made and sold are also of interest. At
the Lance Camper production facility in Lancaster just north of Los Angeles the assembly
process is manual and based on an intricate
puzzle of parts; bath room units, kitchen
sinks, pre-wall papered wall segments and
Styrofoam insulated outer walls. All parts
can be replaced or upgraded and the freedom
of choice on the consumer end is seemingly
endless. At the dealerships and RV fairs the
same tendency is visible, what looks like the
same RV from the outside can hold vastly
GLIIHUHQW WKLQJV ¶ WUDLOHUV ZLWK LGHQWLFDO
exteriors reveal interior schemes adapted either for a family of four or a gang of friends
DQGWKHLU$79V7KH¿UVWYHUVLRQIHDWXUHVD
full kitchen and an extra bed room with bunk
beds, the second comes with plenty of heavy
duty storage for motor vehicles, large sofas
and fridge space for plenty of beer.

5.4.4 VARIATION

LQFOXGH ÀDJV ¿UHSODFHV EDUEHTXHV DQG
decorations such as fake plants and garden
gnomes.

The numbers of RVers with an online presence and the intensity of the information
exchange seems to be ever increasing. This
has led to an increased social coherence of
the community and the creation of a spatial
practice that is socially dense but physically sparse. There are no up to date data
¿JXUHV UHJDUGLQJ LQWHUQHW XVH DPRQJ 59ers, but I have yet to meet an RV owner on
the road who is not online and the presence
of satellite internet dishes on the roofs of
vehicles makes the widespread use very
visible.

As the communications technology available to RVers becomes more sophisticated
their ability to form and disband agile clusters of urbanity becomes more intricate.
As early as 1995 more than two-thirds of
full-time RVers had computers (Counts and
&RXQWVS 6LQFHWKHQERWKFRPputer use and the use of satellite internet
access and the cellular network has grown
substantially. Smart phone use still largely
works as a complement to computers due
to the often spotty reception in many arHDV IUHTXHQWHG E\ 59HUV 7KH LPSRUWDQFH
of smart phones to the RV scene is also
evident by the wide array of RV cell phone
apps available. Notable applications include
³593DUN\´WKDWDLPVWRKHOS\RX¿QGSDUNing, “RV Dumps” that is intended to help
\RX¿QGSODFHVWRGXPS\RXUZDVWH³7UXFN
Stop Locator” and of course “Wal-Mart
Overnight Parking Locator” that do exactly
what their names advertise.

to the exterior of the RV and portable comPXQLFDWLRQHTXLSPHQWLQVLGHLQWKHIRUPRI
laptops or smart phones and tablet computHUV ZLWK ** FRQQHFWLYLW\ 7KHQ WKHUH LV
the digital infrastructure consisting of online
communications circuits such as web based
RV club sites, chat rooms and forums. Social
media like Facebook and Instagram are becoming increasingly important as a means to
stay connected.
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Various screenshots from Instagram
accounts of RVers

#ZKHUHVP\RI¿FHQRZ GHVFULEHV WKH FOHDQVLQJ TXDOLWLHV RI WKH GHVHUW ³+HUH DORQJVLGH
#RXUZDQGHULQJUK\WKPWKHZLQGQHYHUTXLWV
cleaning off the city’s residue. In a place of
dirt we feel so clean. […] On this bone dry
lakebed we fall asleep to bombs dropping on
the nearby testing ground. The truth of ourselves, society and earth here seems clearer.

@ourwanderingrhythm’s posts are of both
philosophical and practical nature. One day it
is about “learning to let go of expectations and
WR EHFRPH ÀH[LEOH´$IWHU D EUHDNGRZQ DQG
a failed repair project comes a call for help:
“The hardest part though was admitting that
WKH MRE ZDV EH\RQG P\ DELOLW\ WR ¿[ RQ WKH
side of the road. I keep beating myself up because I expected that I could repair anything
Harvey could throw at me.” This post is followed by a bunch of encouraging words and
tips from helpful fellow RVers. And every
other week comes a picture of a lone RV with
glowing windows, a symbol for “the warm
light of home” in the darkness of the desert.

@campytrails states that “the adventure
starts where the pavement ends” accompanied by a picture of the Big Bend National
Park and the hashtags #goexploring and
#Texas. @thearrownaut describes hanging
out in Quartzsite on a night in early January,
listening to Bob Dylan and enjoying being
“camped out in what feels like a free for all
in the desert – camping is free + unregulated
RQ%/0ODQGKHUH´#PSKWDNHVDSLFWXUH
out the RV window and names it “My favorite TV show”, a follower responds “Don’t
need no TV with view like that!”

Through my travels, my research and the
writing phase of this thesis I have followed
the lives of a number of Instagram savvy RVers. They have gathered in different places
through the seasons, enjoyed solitude on the
road and in the wide open of the desert, called
out for help when their vehicles have broken
down and shared tips on repairs, travel routes
and destinations. The typical Instagram nomad can be seen as constituting a new subset
of RV nomads. They are different than the
majority demography of RVers, being predominantly young professionals with mobile
friendly jobs. Some have kids travelling with
them and they seem to prefer gathering on
their own rather than congregating at one of
the established RV hot spots. In their posts
they are often very outspoken, philosophical
and analytical about their mobile condition,
more so than most of the interview subjects I
met on the road.

5.5.2 INSTA-NOMADS
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There are also other categories of users, like
the RV brands that use social media for advertising and whose online expressions are
often remarkably similar to the aforemenWLRQHG JURXS #DLUVWUHDPBLQF WKH RI¿FLDO
Instagram account of the trailer maker with
the same name blurts out that “when you’re
camping in an Airstream, your backyard
can change every day!” Even the Bureau of
Land Management, the agency managing
much of the land used by RV nomads, are
on Instagram. Their feed consists mostly of
landscape pictures and praise of outdoor life,
but they do have a social media presence and
sometimes they also touch upon the RV life.

@malimishairstream is a mobile family with
plenty of online outlets for their RV lifestyle,
one of which is their Instagram account. They
use many aspects of social media to facilitate
their nomad life, through the months I have
followed them they have organized events
where they have met up with others in multiple locations, from Downtown Las Vegas RV
parks to off grid get togethers in the middle
of nowhere. After one such event, covered
by many social media posts and documented
from the air by drones, in Trona Pinnacles,
CA, they posted a picture of a caravan leaving
the temporary encampment accompanied by a
statement that read “Had an amazing time in
Trona meeting up with new friends. We liked
each other enough that we caravanned to Lone
Pine for some cooler temps for the next few
days.” This was followed by a plethora of
hashtags, among others #boondocking #theroadknows #ourcamplife.

@wandrly voices a different kind of desire
and says that “if you wander, and you’re not
lost, you’re missing the point. I don’t know
where I am or where I am going. Travel
hasn’t given me happiness, it’s just the only
thing I know how to do that doesn’t drive me
more crazy than sitting still”. His statement
is accompanied by a night shot of a neon sign
and geotagged in “Somewhere southwest of
northeast”. In a another post he describes
the community aspect of RVing well as he
meets up with fellow Airstream enthusiast @
campytrails in Marathon, Texas: “A couple
RI ¶V 6RYHUHLJQV DV #FDPS\WUDLOV UROOHG
in next to us today. It’s fun swapping stories
with a fellow vintage setup where we can all
DSSUHFLDWHWKHYDOXHRIZKDWQHHGWREH¿[HG
vs what can wait while we explore all of the
places we go. #Airstream #LiveRiveted”.

We are at war and at peace, free and enslaved,
caring and careless, nothing and everything.
We are and we are here. #vanlife.”
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A taxonomy of RV sites

Nodes in the material network

Motorhome with extended awning and slide-out outside Earp, CA

Within the US road and highway system
there are sites for parking and camping that

The immaterial network of online interacWLRQRYHUODSVDQDOPRVWHTXDOO\VRSKLVWLFDWHG
network of physical infrastructure. This network consists of two main components: the
URDG DQG KLJKZD\ V\VWHP IRUPLQJ OLQHV
FLUFXLWV  DQG WKH VLWHV IRU SDUNLQJFDPSLQJ
(acting as nodes). RVs operate as individual
mobile subjects, primary drivers for this type
RI QRPDGLF XUEDQLVP WKDW ÀRZ ZLWKLQ WKH
physical network. Most RVs, whether towed
or motorhome, compact or enormous, have
low clearance and limited abilities to go offroad. This means that a well maintained and
far reaching circuit of roads and highways is
DSUHUHTXLVLWHIRUWKHJURZWKRI59FXOWXUH
Being able to get to your destination without
hassle regardless if you are towing a 30” foot
trailer or in a camper van is essential. While
the maintenance of US road infrastructure
during past decades has been far from adeTXDWHWKHVHHPLQJO\HQGOHVVUHDFKRIWKHURDG
system and wide lanes of the highways still
makes it unbeatable for RVing.

5.5.3 MATERIAL NETWORKS

A post by @ourwanderingrhythm from mid
April 2015 sums up many of the ideas and
WKHFRPPXQLW\VSLULWDQG',<YDOXHV,KDYH
found to be pillars of the RV society: “Today,
I am thankful for the community surrounding
this lifestyle. I’m thankful for how strangers
come together to form real and genuine connections, for friendships that happen under
any and all circumstances. It doesn’t matter if
they’re in a van, a house, a tent, a tiny RV, a
class A, an Airstream or an apartment – we’re
all part of this community. We’re all part of
VRPHWKLQJJUHDWHUDVNLQJWKHVDPHTXHVWLRQV
about life, work, leisure, stress, and value.
Making the decisions that lead to pursuing
RXUGUHDPVDQGSDVVLRQVDQGWREHLQJIXO¿OOHG
in our work and play. We’re all learning and
growing and encouraging and sharing. And
ZH¶UHDOOLQWKLVWRJHWKHU´7KHSRVWLV¿QLVKHG
ZLWK QHZDPHULFDQGUHDP D ¿QDO VWDWHPHQW
about the ideals of American society and the
emerging self-image of these pioneers as just
that: the builders of a new American dream.

The formal systems of camping and transport
form a sort of backbone for the RV community, a clearly decipherable network of urban

5.6 Off the Grid

function as a series of infrastructural nodes
servicing the RV community. These nodes
can be of either formal or informal character.
Formal sites are usually organized with bathrooms, garbage disposal and other services
DQGUHTXLUHWKDW\RXKDYHDSHUPLWRUSD\D
fee, while informal sites can be anywhere
you have the audacity to park and set up
camp, regardless of legality, setting and land
ownership. Formal campsites are available
at many national, state and county parks as
well as at co-operatively managed, RV club
run and privately run RV parks and resorts.
Formal sites typically also provide hook-ups,
connections to various technical infrastructure services. The offerings range from a
simple power chord to charge your batteries
overnight to exclusive luxury arrangements
with full hook-ups including internet, electricity, water, cable TV, waste removal etc.
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A kind of semi-formalized camp sites are
those managed by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) that are common near
popular RV destinations in southern Ari]RQD <XPD (O &HQWUR DQG 4XDUW]VLWH IRU
example. They are basically a way to legalize, charge fees and exercise some kind of
control over the otherwise illegal camping

possibilities. But there are also various other
types of roads and off-road surfaces that are
fair game for RVers. Most notably perhaps
the vast open space that is the desert landscape of the Southwest. Here RVers and their
vehicles can roam free and set up camp almost anywhere. Here the division between
node and line becomes blurred as RVs drive
and park in a continuous space. There is a
QHDU LQ¿QLWH YDULHW\ RI LQIRUPDO VLWHV DYDLOable, that while not offering any services, are
the choice of many RVers due to the lack of
fees and regulations (or at least enforcement
of regulations). Informal camping sites can
basically be created anywhere that is not a
formal site: private or government land, city
streets or rest stops along the highway.
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RVing is not purely a practice conducted
in rural areas away from traditional urbanity. The nodes of the physical infrastructure
supporting RV practices are also embedded
within the urban realm. Informal RV parking sites often exist within the urban fabric operating in a sort of timeshare manner.
Usually it is a key tactic to remain hidden,
to keep moving and never stay in the same
spot for too long. Though it is usually not
OHJDO LW LV GLI¿FXOW IRU ODZ HQIRUFHPHQW WR
control street and parking lot camping since
an RV parked for camping purposes has
the same visual characteristics as a regular
parked RV.

5.7 Urban RV Squatters

As we have noted, the nodes within the physical network vary in size from single parked
RVs to small groups of RVs in remote sites
to instant cities of thousands of RVers. The
two most famous informal sites, which I
have been studying as a part of this thesis,
are Quartzsite in Arizona and Slab City in
California (See 5.3.1. and 5.3.2).

³«LQ WKH ZLQWHU KRWHOPRWHO SDUNLQJ ORWV
In the summer, school yards. Anywhere else
WKDW LV TXLHW DQG WKDW ZH ZRQ¶W EH LQ DQ\one’s way. Shopping centers, church parking
lots (except on Saturday night), and our alltime favorites are old roads that have been
straightened. They are often level, drive-in
DQG GULYHRXW SDYHG DQG TXLHW$OVR JUDYHO
SLWV ERDW ODXQFKHV HWF´ 6LPSVRQ 
p.214).

The practice of camping off the grid and
without hook-ups is usually referred to
as “boon docking” The term derives from
the words “docking” (parking) out in the
³ERRQLHV´ UHPRWHDUHDV ´ 6LPSVRQ
p.213). To be able to stay off grid an RV
PXVW EH DEOH WR WDNH FDUH RI DOO WKH JUH\
black water and waste it produces, hold a
VXI¿FLHQWDPRXQWRIFOHDQZDWHUDQGJHQHUate its own power. Waste is usually held in
self-contained tanks and a 12-volt electrical
V\VWHP SRZHUHG E\ VRODU SDQHOV DQGRU D
generator, keeps electricity and heat running in the RV. Eventually though, all RVs
need to reconnect to the grid to dispose of
ZDVWHDQGUH¿OOZDWHUDQGRWKHUVXSSOLHV

These types of practices, regardless if they
are conducted in a parking lot where the
behavior is encouraged or by way of illegal
street parking, challenge the logic of what
is accepted spatial and legal behavior in the

A large corporation like Wal-Mart willingly
tolerate informal urban timesharing practices that would normally be considered ilOHJDO VTXDWWLQJ7KLV W\SH RI ERRQ GRFNLQJ
is a widespread practice today and there are
even guidebooks listing locations and directions to Wal-Marts and other informal urban
sites throughout the country.

One of the most interesting drivers in the development of this type of boon docking is the
megastore chain Wal-Mart. They have adapted a policy of allowing free overnight parking
for RVs in their retail parking lots. This practice is conducted for mutual gain; Wal-Mart
earns a new loyal customer base who occupy
their parking lots only during the off-peak
overnight period while RVers in turn have a
free, safe, accessible and reliable network of
locations where they can stay overnight with
access to bathrooms, food and supplies. As
with most RV practices this one also comes
with a set of informal rules. Good parking lot
behavior involves parking as far away from
the store entrance as possible and limiting domestic activities outside the vehicle.

Another form of urban informal RV parking
is destination boon docking, a practice where
RVs park overnight in for example big-box
retail store parking lots while on the way
to another destination. Researcher Deane
Simpson cites an anonymous source in his
research on RV urbanism who says that these
sites include:

that took place previously. In the southern
Arizona area BLM manages two kinds of
VSDFHGHGLFDWHGWR59FDPSLQJXVHGD\
zones where you are allowed to stay for up
to two weeks free of charge and Long Term
Visitor Areas (LTVA) where you can stay for
XSWRDPRQWKSHULRGEHWZHHQ6HSWHPEHU
and April if you pay a fee.

Seeing destination boon docking was a new
thing to me. I had read about it before but
never witnessed it. At a number of big box
stores and casinos we passed I saw odd set
ups featuring a very varied set of parked vehicles. No residents were ever in sight. The
parking patterns always seemed to be made
in order to preserve a maximum level of privacy, both in-between vehicles and between
vehicles and the store. The lack of people
visible in the vehicles made it hard to judge
whether they were actually lived in.

'XULQJ P\ ¿HOG VWXGLHV , REVHUYHG D QXPber of instances of illegal street camping as
well as destination boon docking in suburban mall parking lots. While previously living and traveling in the US I have seen this
phenomenon in virtually every city I have
visited. In west coast cities such as San Francisco and Los Angeles that have a big homeless population it has been a very common
sight, both in the form of single dispersed
units and larger groups camping together.
'XULQJ WKLV WULS KRZHYHU , GLG QRW ¿QG DQ\
clusters of street campers similar to the ones
that have been documented by for example
.DQH  7KLVLVPRVWOLNHO\QRWGXHWR
them having disappeared, but rather that they
have adapted their practices and choices of
location to changing laws, regulations and
attitudes among other urban citizens.

urban realm. When engaging in destination
boon docking practices the behavior of law
abiding RVers becomes virtually indistinguishable from marginal behavior typically
associated with other forms of transient nomadic practices most common among the
homeless. Overnight camping in urban settings produces an agile and reactive addiWLRQDOOD\HURIXUEDQLW\WKDWLQ¿OWUDWHVHPSW\
pockets of the existing fabric of the city.

Destination boon docking RVs in a
Wal-mart parking lot in Parker, AZ
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Next spread
Mobile home retirement community, Niland, CA
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Secluded boon docking somewhere in the Mojave Desert

The urban forms of the RV community also
HPERG\ PDQ\ RI WKH LGHDV RI <RQD )ULHG-

This does however not mean that the RV
community does not have hierarchies. While
WKHFRPPXQDOTXDOLWLHVDUHRIXWPRVWLPSRUtance in the RV world, the ideal of complete
individual freedom is considered as important. This might seem like a contradiction
of sorts but it is also a precondition for the
ÀXLGQDWXUHRIWKHQRPDGVRFLHW\DQGWKHDJile urban forms it creates. Within the mobile
community full-timers, people who live a
year-round nomad life in their RVs, are usually the most respected. They have presumably gotten rid of all their belongings in order
to live a fully mobile life. When gathering
at for example Quartzsite, full-timers often
form their own small communities within the
community. So do many other sub-groups,
based on marital status, common interests
or RV brand. By doing so they emulate the
clustered demographics of post-urban America where groups of people sharing common
interests form discrete communities (Hardt
and Negri, 2000). It is a complex but also
strangely primitive society, in a way similar to Baudrillard’s description of LA as “a
SULPLWLYHVRFLHW\RIWKHIXWXUH´  

In the Ecopolis envisioned by Jana Revedin
future citizens collectively decide to transform
their existing living spaces by re-inventing and
re-assembling them to form new urban conditions (2014). This is a type of behavior that
is showcased by RV nomads already today,
a direct and nearly total democratization of
the urbanization process. In the instant cities
of RVs urban form is produced entirely from
bottom-up forces supported by only the most
basic infrastructural services. Here community
is everything. Everyone is a camper, everyone
LVHTXDO3DVWVDQGLQFRPHVDUHRIOLWWOHLQWHUHVW

6.1 Spatial Practices
and Interaction

The Case of Quartzsite
The self-organizing swarm of the multitude
DV GH¿QHG E\ +DUGW DQG 1HJUL ODFNV D FHQWHU
or a capital, but if there was ever a capital for
the multitude it would be Quartzsite (2000).
Sprawling generic cities like, for example,
Phoenix, Houston and Atlanta are also largely
built on mobility and transitory architecture
DQG ODFN RI SODQQLQJ7KHVH TXDOLWLHV SHDN LQ

<RQD )ULHGPDQ DOVR GHVFULEHG D W\SH RI soft
architecture that existed within his spatial city.
It consisted of “crumpled sheets and panelFKDLQV´ WKDW GLG QRW UHTXLUH GUDZLQJV WR EH
constructed and that could be disposed of at the
site if desired (Friedman, 2011, p.55). This soft
architecture can be seen as a premonition of the
add-on architecture between and surrounding
RVs in their stationary setting: astro turf lawns,
awnings, temporary paths and borders. In the
case of the more permanent structures in Slab
City and surrounding semi-mobile communities the soft architecture takes on even more
tangible shapes: make-shift storage sheds, paWLRV DQG VWUXFWXUHV DLPLQJ WR FDPRXÀDJH WKH
mobile character of housing units.

man. In his spatial city, everyone gets to
develop their own hypothesis. It is a mobile city where buildings should: touch the
ground over a minimum area, be capable of
being dismantled and moved and be alterDEOH DV UHTXLUHG E\ WKH LQGLYLGXDO RFFXSDQW
(Friedman, 2011). All of the above, with
the partial exception of the dismantling,
are also true for contemporary RV communities: Only the wheels touch the ground,
leaving the rest untouched and available for
other uses. Most trailers are on the move and
QHDUO\DOORIWKHPDUHIUHTXHQWO\DOWHUHGDQG
improved upon by their owners. Some, such
as tent and pop-up trailers are also practically
dismantled as they get ready for transit. The
slide-outs featured on a majority of RVs sold
today also offer a way of dismantling your
vehicle before taking off.

6. Analysis and
Discussion
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For many of the campers passing their winters in Quartzsite’s calm desert setting, the
camp is not far off from a regular city, both
in a social sense and physical sense. There
are different densities and different kinds of
arrangements from an urban perspective. As
the city grows, the space it occupies becomes
more and more striated; regulated and subdi-

The history of Quartzsite showcases how a
city can form as an emergent system. It began as a simple gem show at a highway intersection and has grown to an instant city and
an international travel destination with virtually no top down planning. At Quartzsite the
snowbirds settle each year to form a powerful manifestation of the potential of the new
nomad community. In doing so they reenact
both the settling of the frontier and their own
experience of settling the suburbs as they
choose a vacant spot to inhabit, typically
next to others just like themselves (Sumrell
DQG9DUQHOLV 7ZRRIWKHPRVWLPSRUtant factors behind the growth are the abundance of space and the fact that people attract people. This offers an interesting urban
possibility, a blank canvas onto which almost
any urban form could be drawn – as long as
you do not mind the lack of resources and
infrastructure. The city’s growth has been
a generative process through the decades
where the stories about the favorable winter
climate and the large open spaces available
to RVers has spread through word of mouth
from RVer to RVer. Since RV communities
increasingly become an online business, the
growth has spiked even faster.

the mobile metropolis of Quartzsite, forming
“the id for the horizontal city of today” (SumUHOODQG9DUQHOLV 7KHVLPLODULW\LVPHUHly typological, the drivers of the development
at Quartzsite and other horizontal cities are
vastly different. Direct democracy and comPXQLW\ HPSRZHUPHQW RQ RQH HQG DQG ¿QDQcial speculation and segregation on the other.
Sumrell and Varnelis described it aptly as “the
%LOEDRHIIHFWZLWKRXWEXLOGLQJV´ S 
in the case of Quartzsite the attraction is not
starchitecture designs but the RV community
itself and the sheer mass of motorhomes and
trailers that gather in one place.

This clustering tendency is evident at many
other RV gatherings as well, for example the
aforementioned “Samborees” put on by the
Good Sam Club. It is a socio-cultural product
of the rituals tied to the RV community supported by the infrastructure and technology

Built space is the ultimate apparatus for assigning people roles in society according to
)RXFDXOW   7KH VSDWLDO SURSHUWLHV RI
the transient urban fabric of Quartzsite does
not deploy power in the way space usually
GRHV,WLVDVXUSULVLQJO\HTXDOVSDFHERWKLQ
spatial distribution and in scale. There are of
course RVs of different classes and makes,
and more central camping spaces closer to
places of business. But this kind of centrality
or class comparison between RVs seems to
be of little interest to most citizens of QuartzVLWH7KLVHTXDOLW\GRHVKRZHYHURQO\H[WHQG
to other RVers, not to car or tent campers.

David Harvey argues that the right to the
city is not only about the individual access to
urban resources: it is also about the right to
change ourselves by changing the city. The
right to reshape the processes of urbanization is a common and not an individual right
and it depends upon the exercise of a collective power (2014). The freedom to make and
remake your city and thereby yourself is one
of the pillars of RV communities like those at
Quartzsite. Thus the urban environments of
the RV can also be considered a manifestation
RIDPRUHHJDOLWDULDQDQGÀH[LEOHVRFLHW\WKDQ
PDQ\RWKHUGHPRFUDWLF¿[HGVWUXFWXUHFLWLHV

vided. It evolves from a completely smooth
nomad space without limits and becomes
more and more like a regular city in a spatial
VHQVH 'HOHX]HDQG*XDWWDUL 7RIRUP
blocks RVs are placed in various spatial arrangements. These arrangements range from
individual stand-alone vehicles parked on
their own (resembling single family houses)
to four vehicle ‘courtyards’ and linear bands
of RVs (not unlike row houses in their con¿JXUDWLRQ  SLQZKHHO FRUUDOV LQÀXHQFHG E\
the camps of the pioneers on the frontiers of
the American West or more suburban set-ups
where everyone is at the same distance and
turned away from each other.

In the city of the RV, just like in American
suburbs, architecture is largely obsolete.
Among trailers and motorhomes there are
some differences and parts of the community do base much of their mobile lifestyle
of being true to a certain brand of RV, yet to
a majority of RVers this seems to be of little
importance. Everything is prefabricated and
individual expressions outside of astro turf
IURQW ODZQV SODVWLF IXUQLWXUH DQG ÀDJV DUH
rare. RVs are unlike cars in that they, much
like their occupants, don’t follow short lived
trends or fashion. Each year’s model is instead made up by recombining the same essential and optional parts in different ways
6XPUHOO DQG 9DUQHOLV  S  <RQD
Friedman envisioned a concept he called
meubles-plusLWZDVPDGHXSRI³TXDVLFDEins” consisting of a mobile box containing
furniture units surrounded by an imagined
service space that could be reorganized hour
E\ KRXU )ULHGPDQ  S  7KLV SUDFtice is not entirely dissimilar to the modular
way in which the interiors of RVs are put
together, or for that matter to how the RVs
themselves are placed within a campsite or
a mobile city.

,QWKHGH¿QLWLRQRI9HQWXULDQG6FRWW%URZQ
an RV can act as both a duck and a decorated
shed. As a construct the RV is a duck, a single
purpose home-on-wheels acting as symbol of
domesticity in a highway landscape otherwise
dominated by symbols of speed and movement. On an object level however they are
mass produced sheds-on-wheels that are most
often remarkably neutral in their appearance.
They could serve any purpose and have no
FOHDUGH¿QLQJFKDUDFWHULVWLFVVDYHIRUPDUNHUV
of domestic life and elaborate sticker ornaPHQWVRQWKHLUSODVWLFIDoDGHV  

6.2.1 DUCKS AND DECORATED SHEDS

6.2 Objects in Space

that allows for communication and coordinated movement. The economic status usually associated with a zip code is absent in
the desert but cultural differences are often
visible in the way the RVs choose to cluster
DQGFUHDWHDGKRFFRPPXQLWLHV .DQH 

Pot luck in a Quartzsite corral formation

Slab City Christian center
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The networked and dispersed behavior
showcased by the RV community acts as a
driver of both urbanization and of decentralization. The spatial practices of the RV community bears resemblance to many of its mobile precedents. Notable examples include
the pioneers on the frontier of the nineteenth
century American West, the well-off middle
FODVV IDPLOLHV RI WKH VXEXUEDQ ÀLJKW RI WKH

6.3.1 URBAN DECENTRALIZATION
AND TOTAL URBANIZATION

6.3 Network Properties

In the end these practices suggest that while
full-time RVers have given up their former
¿[HGKRPHVWKHQRWLRQRIµKRPH¶LVDVLPSRUtant as ever and homemaking practices take
place, both on the interior and the immediate
exterior of the moving ‘home.’ In conclusion
RV domesticity is most of the time closer to
the idea of a “moving home” than a “homey
vehicle” (Simpson, 2010, p.209).

7KHGH¿QLWLRQRIWKHKRPHUDGLFDOO\FKDQJHV
when you bring it on the road. The size of the
domestic space is drastically downsized and
RVers gain a new perception of what their
needs are, both in their current mobile and
IRUPHU ¿[HG OLYLQJ VSDFHV 7KH PRELOH LGHD
of a home is a composite construct where the
59DFWVDVDVWDEOH¿JXUHSODFHGRQXQVWDEOH
ground that is often occupied temporarily
RUHYHQVTXDWWHG7RPDNHXSIRUWKHORVVRI
domestic space many RVers engage in creating a form of hyper-domestic space where
they use exaggerated homemaking practices
to fend off the threat of feelings of displacement and homesickness. Signs of these new
practices are visible both in the interior and
exterior spatial practices of RVers. The goal
VHHPVWREHWR¿QGDSHUIHFWEDODQFHRIIUHHdom from consumption and upheld domestic
practices, what this balance is varies from
RVer to RVer and from site to site. In some
blocks of Quartzsite there is almost a competition regarding who mimics suburbia the best,
while other blocks have a clearly temporary
and more Spartan character.

6.2.2 HYPER-DOMESTICITY
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The habitus is each person’s set of cognitive and motivating structures, according to
which that person fashions knowledge and
initiates activity. It also describes our relation
to built space. Living within a particular con¿JXUDWLRQ RI VSDFH DIIHFWV RXU KDELWXV DQG
makes us anchored there. Space thus acts as

The rural landscape is being urbanized and
replaced by exurbia. The spatial practices
of RV cities and mobile micro-communities
are on the frontier of this development. RV
nomads are establishing new urban spheres
of different temporalities where they have
not existed before and thus slowly eradicating the formerly untouched natural character
of the landscape. In the end there will be no
place left outside the urban condition, just
like there is no exterior to Hardt and Negri’s
HPSLUH  <RQD)ULHGPDQDOVRSUHGLFWV
a total urbanization of society. He describes
how cities will become automated, include
layered superimposed levels and uses and
consist of a structural skeleton that would
EH ¿OOHG DV WKH QHHG DUULYHV  S 
His words could be used to describe some of
the key concepts of mobile cities. The urban
fabric of the RV city is temporarily superimposed on the landscape, its creation and
dissolution is powered by automobiles and
once a space has been annexed by RV nomads a mark is always left. This mark can be
SK\VLFDOOLNHWKH¿UHSLWVDQGPDUNHGSDWKV
of the off season empty blocks of Quartzsite,
or digital, in the form of geo tagged reviews
and travel guides on Internet forums leading
new travelers there.

The most documented contemporary form
of urban decentralization is the ‘exurban’
condition of American edge cities, of which
the mobile city is one of the most prevalent
contemporary forms. According to Manuel
Castells “…this spatial form is indeed very
VSHFL¿F WR WKH $PHULFDQ H[SHULHQFH %Hcause… it is embedded in a classic pattern
of American history, always pushing for the
endless search for a promised land in new
settlement” (Castells, 2011, p. 400).

mid to late 1900s and the avant-garde archiWHFWVDQGGHVLJQHUVRIWKHV

The streets of Sun City, Phoenix

As mentioned earlier (see section 2.1) nomadic practices have commonly been considered anti-urban and a polar opposite to
HVWDEOLVKHG VRFLHW\ .KDOGXQ  
However in the communities I have studied
this is no longer true, the forms created by
RVers today are clearly urban, but they are
also nomadic. The denser and more urban
conditions of for example Quartzsite clearly
represent a hybrid condition. Instead of creating urban form from built fabric the RV
community constructs urbanism through
infrastructure. In the instant city of RVs the
most urban and the most anti-urban of conditions meet, creating a foundation for a new
spatial model that Deane Simpson in his
study of young-old retirees terms “nomadic
urbanism” (Simpson, 2010, 203).

Today’s RV communities avoid being classi¿HGDVSXUHQRPDGLVPLQWZRZD\V&RQWHPporary nomadic living is a) undertaken as a
leisure activity and not practiced for subsistence as has been the case historically, and
b) operated with instant access to uninterrupted connectivity in a manner that no nomadic society has had access to previously,
as they have traditionally occupied territories
that lacked in communication. This connectivity is manifested in a physically spread,
EXW GHQVHO\ FRQQHFWHG VRFLDO ¿HOG WKDW LQ D
swarmed manner has the ability to produce
instant bottom-up formations of urban density made from mobile units.

6.3.2 ANTI-URBAN?

a reference system within which knowledge
is produced and applied. Bourdieu points
out how changing circumstances can cause a
need for a revision of the habitus (or alterations of built space) to suit the new condiWLRQV(YHUFKDQJLQJFRQ¿JXUDWLRQVRIVSDFH
in the mobile city makes it impossible for a
VWHDG\KDELWXVWRIRUP7KHLQ¿QLWHUHHVWDElishment of new urban spheres and subseTXHQWUHLQYHQWLRQRIOLIHRQWKHIURQWLHUFUHates a perpetually updating shared habitus of
the nomad condition. It calls for new ways
WR DFTXLUH NQRZOHGJH DQG LQLWLDWH DFWLYLW\
new cognitive structures and new relations
between the self and built space (1990).

Jean Baudrillard describes the US highway
system as an environment entirely created by
the automobiles themselves in their own image, a place of collective automation, a space
for integration and not for expulsion. The
freedom of movement on the highways resembles the freedom of the desert landscape
in the smooth manner you pass through them,
they are both ideally suited to “the only truly
profound pleasure, that of keeping on the
PRYH´ S 

Contemporary leisure nomads challenge the
non-communicating aspect of nomad space
GH¿QHGE\'HOHX]HDQG*XDWWWDUL  ,Qstead of dispersed individuals and nomadic
societies staying isolated they are connected
in a very complex and tight manner through
digital technologies. Nomadic units act as
spatial free agents and do not primarily operDWH ZLWKLQ FRGL¿HG DQG FRQWUROOHG VSDFH EXW
through ad hoc territorial occupation of space.
In the hierarchy of nomadic space the pathway
or line, symbols for movement, are considered
more important than nodes and destinations.
For nomads the space between nodes is most
important while the nodes themselves are secondary. A node acts as a destination while on
the road but you strive to reach it only to then
leave it behind. This dynamic acts in contrast
WRUHJXODUXUEDQVSDFHZKHUHWKH¿[HGSRLQWLV
prioritized over the line.

Overlaying the two infrastructures that support RV urbanism concludes that the individual RV acts both as an immaterial node and
a PDWHULDOÀRZ. The RV community creates
a complex interconnected grid consisting of
nodes that function between the material and
immaterial realms.

7KHFHQWUDOO\JRYHUQHGRI¿FLDOFLW\LVEHLQJ
WUDQVIRUPHGE\WKHFUHDWLRQRIXQRI¿FLDOQHWworks. It becomes softer and will eventually
be ready for larger societal changes. By the
power of informal practices the industrial
city can be turned into a more organic structure, an open form based on local knowledge and self-organized community actions
(Casagrande, 2015).

6.3.3 NETWORKS – IMMATERIAL/MATERIAL
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The American society, affected by a social
and geographical break caused by migration,
allowed itself to imagine that it could create
an ideal world from nothing. It behaved already from its inception as if it was utopia
achieved, a realization of everything others
KDYH GUHDPW RI %DXGULOODUG  S  

6.4.1 PIONEERING SPIRIT

The way contemporary RV people use space
bears resemblance to the spatial behavior of
many of historical transitory communities.
The most obvious forebears are the pioneers
on the frontier of the American west and the
SHUSHWUDWRUVRIWKHXUEDQµÀLJKW¶WRWKHVXEurbs during the last decades of the 1900s. The
projected but previously unrealized visions
RI WKH V DYDQWJDUGH GHVLJQHUV VXFK DV
Superstudio, Archigram, and Buckminster
Fuller provide another point of departure for
today’s RV nomads.

6.4 Heritage

From a legal perspective the nomadic citizens
operate outside normal jurisdictions, subject to
the authority of all laws, but as non-residents,
RIWHQ QRW DEOH WR EHQH¿W IURP WKH SURWHFWLRQ
RI WKH VDPH ODZV .DQH   7KLV PDNHV
them second rate citizens in a legal sense and
cements their outsider identity even further.

Venturi and Scott Brown draw an analogy
between the strip of Las Vegas and the piazzas of Rome. In Rome every road leads
to a piazza, in Las Vegas every road leads
you back to the strip. In the temporary urban spaces made up of RVs every road leads
\RXEDFNWRWKH¿JXUDWLYHURDGDVDV\PERO
of continuous movement, back to the conVWDQW ÀRZ RI YHKLFOHV DQG SHRSOH  
The slang term “hitch itch” is described
by Counts and Counts as a certain kind of
restlessness common among contemporary
nomads. After parking your RV for a longer
period of time in one spot you start to feel
GLVVDWLV¿HG³2QFHLWVWDUWVWKHRQO\UHFRXUVH
is to hitch up the rig and head down the road.
The relief is only temporary. The next time
the sufferer is in one place for a while, he or
VKHZLOOVXIIHUDUHODSVH´ S 
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During the second half of the 20th century
a wave of migration took place that brought
urbanites from the city to a suburban environment. This move was driven by fear of
crime, property devaluation and integration
of public schools. There is a certain reso-

6.4.2 EXURBAN FLIGHT

At a macro-scale the pioneer era idea of the
westward pushing frontier is replaced by a
sort of “interstitial frontier” that seeks to explore areas, any areas, where urban culture
has not yet intruded. A form of expansionism
aimed at producing new nomadic urbanity
in areas where urbanity is not yet present.
The aforementioned practice of “destination
boon docking” expands this frontier practice
EH\RQG¿OOLQJWKHQRQSODFHJDSVZKHUHXUbanity is not yet present to include temporary
occupation of spaces within the existing urban realm. When these frontiers extend inside the city they are especially interesting
since they contest legal and social aspects of
urban space.

For many RVers the pioneers of the nineteenth
century American West serve as role models.
Their pioneering spirit serves as a symbol for
values like exploration, adventure, autonomy
and ingenuity in facing the uncertain. The
pioneer lifestyle means leading a minimal
Spartan life without excessive comfort or
luxury. The adaptation of the pioneers’ ideals to modern day nomad space comes with
FOHDUPLFURVFDOHVSDWLDOFRQVHTXHQFHVPRVW
notably in the shape of the circle courtyard
formations of RVs that echo the wheel shaped
wagon corral that offered the pioneers protection from threats. The spatial practice of creating a corral is often used to produce a central
space for communal activities such as potOXFNV FDPS¿UH VLQJDORQJV DQG JDPHV DOVR
common activities of the pioneer period).

The drive, and the belief that it is possible,
to create utopias out of nothing was instrumental to the pioneering of American culture
during the westward expansion across the
continent. In the creation of the strong RV
community in the open space of the desert it
has played a similar role.

In their designs Archigram often attempted
to use technology to further personal choice
and freedom in favor of traditional urban
design focused on physical buildings. They
launched a new form of urbanity in the face
of what they saw as the inevitable decline of
traditional urbanism (Lachmayer et al, 1994).
The ideas of Greene and his colleagues were
called techno-primativism, high-tech ruralism or techno-pastoralism. All epithets that
could also be used to describe the urban
forms created through the use of RVs. They
represent a vision that aims to return to na-

From a perspective of architectural history
the spatial practices of the RV community
are probably the closest to realization many
of the projected visions of members of the
V DQG V DUFKLWHFWXUDO DYDQWJDUGH
has come. Designers and architects at Superstudio and Archigram as well as “expert generalist” Buckminster Fuller lead the way in
this era projecting a future of endless mobilLW\DQGSOXJLQFLWLHV7KHLUYLVLRQVRIDÀXLG
and interconnected future offered a sharp
contrast to the architectural establishment’s
ideals of permanence and good-taste (Simpson, 2011).

6.4.3 VISIONARIES

nance between the spatial practices of today’s RV nomads and the partakers and this
VXEXUEDQµÀLJKW¶0HPEHUVRIWKH59FRPmunity often have their roots in the suburbs.
Their choice to give up their steady suburban homes may be understood as a second
ZDYH RI ÀLJKW WKLV WLPH ³IURP WKH VXEXUEV
to anywhere and everywhere” (Simpson,
2010, p. 219). Thus, both of these large scale
migrations were undertaken by roughly the
same generation. The now usually retired
members of the second wave of migration,
this time into a nomad state, were also part of
WKH¿UVWZDYHDVFKLOGUHQRU\RXQJDGXOWVRI
WKHEDE\ERRPHUJHQHUDWLRQ,IWKH¿UVWZDYH
was driven by a fear of urban problems like
gang violence and faltering schools the second wave is more likely driven by a fear of
FRQ¿QHPHQW GHSHQGHQFH DQG ERUHGRP$OO
values associated with ageing in the suburban periphery.

The cult of mobility is ultimately about conVWDQWÀX[XVPHOGLQJRIFXOWXUHVGHVLJQDQG
place, and the individual ability to control the
ÀRZRI\RXURZQYHKLFOHZLWKLQWKDWÀX[,WLV

6.5 Desert Fluxus

5H\QHU%DQKDPQDPHGWKHVWKHDJHRI
the megastructure. The mobile city designs
of the era were also envisioned on a giant
scale. The 2010s are instead the age of supermobility and nomadic urbanism. Today there
is no need for bold architectural moves to
make mobile architecture a reality as single
nomad cells that gather and disperse at will
create a real urban scale changeability. Friedman’s ideals are represented in a whole new
way today, the megastructure has been replaced by the nomadic cities of the multitude
where architecture never occupies the soil
but temporarily and the post urban fabric is
ever-changing at the command of the inhabitants (Friedman, 2011).

The ideas presented in the Instant City project could easily be interpreted as a premonition of today’s RV Community. Conversely
the life of modern RVers acts as a real life
interpretation of the avant garde ideas carried
out by the same generation that came up with
them forty years later, as retirees.

Archigram’s design for their Instant City
project consists of a dispersed city of trailer
nomads who are referred to as node-owners.
7KH\ DUH SOXJJHG LQWR FDPRXÀDJHG RXWOHWV
in the wilderness that offer services such as
water and power – much like RV park hook
ups of today. The outlets also offer connection to “international information hookup” –
what we must suppose is an analogy for the
yet to be invented internet. It is essentially a
collision of the most urban and the most antiurban of conditions that are allowed to form
a utopian settlement where the best features
of urban life are brought to the wilderness
(Lachmayer et al, 1994).

ture through the use of technology, and by
doing so escape the constraints and the monotony of existing cities through the creation
of a whole new form of urbanism.

Photo by David Sim, CC

What attracts people to the RV lifestyle, to
a life on the road traveling in the slow lane?
Why are the deserts so fascinating? Maybe it
is the abundance of space to exploit, a great
wide open that you can make yours. It is in
a way symptomatic that trailer owners seeking to escape the constraints of everyday life
form a new community and choose to project their dreams onto the desert landscape of
the Southwest. Perhaps is there no space that
VXLWVWKHVWULYHIRUÀX[DQGFKDQJHEHWWHUWKDQ
the vast ambiguous space of the desert. This
landscape, at the outskirts of human control,
can do the RV and its people justice.

In America Jean Baudrillard considers the
desert as kind of endless neutrality. He asks
himself: “Why are the deserts so fascinating?
It is because you are delivered from all depth
WKHUHDEULOOLDQWPRELOHVXSHU¿FLDOQHXWUDOity, a challenge to meaning and profundity,
a challenge to nature and culture, an outer
hyperspace, with no origin, no referenceSRLQWV´ S 

DERXWWKHFRQÀXHQFHRILGHDVRIPRELOLW\WKH
frontier and the highway all embodied in one
YHKLFOHFRQTXHULQJWKHGHVHUWODQGVFDSH
Classic

Modern

Nomad

At Quartzsite divisions between groups spontaneRXVO\ RFFXU UHFRQ¿JXUH DQG GLVDSSHDU RYHU WLPH
(Sumrell and Varnelis, 2007, p.163).

&LWLHVFDQDOVREHVHHQDVUHVHPEOLQJRI¿FHHQYLURQments. If the gridded old fashioned city is an urban
YHUVLRQRIWKHWUDGLWLRQDORI¿FHZLWKVHSDUDWHURRPV
DQG FOHDU KLHUDUFKLHV 4XDUW]VLWH LV DQ RI¿FH ODQGscape with an activity based hierarchy and organization.

THE OFFICE ANALOGY

In Price’s mind the medieval city could be compared to a boiled egg with its
hard outer wall, the classic city morphology of the 1600-1900s compared to a
IULHG HJJ ZLWK D FOHDUO\ GH¿QHG FHQWUH DQG FOHDU FXW ERUGHUV EHWZHHQ FHQWUDO
and fringe areas, while the modern city was most similar to a scrambled egg,
D GLIIXVH IRUPDWLRQ ZLWKRXW D FOHDUO\ GH¿QHG FHQWHU RU SHULSKHU\ $QGHUVRQ¶V
extension to the framework, symbolizing the urbanism of the RV community is a
Japanese egg crepe called “usuyaki tamago”. It is an infra-thin, nearly transparent layer that is laid over both the existing urban areas and their surroundings (Simpson, 2007, p 217).

When comparing the spatial practices of the nomadic RV society to historical
forms of urbanity ETH researcher Deane Anderson extends “the egg analogy”,
an idea introduced by Cedric Price, used to compare different urban paradigms
throughout the 1900s to encompass new forms of mobile urbanity.

THE EGG ANALOGY 2.0

Medieval

Next spread
RV and OHV gathering at the dunes between
Yuma, AZ and Brawley, CA
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The RV world contains multiple layers of
meaning for our increasingly urbanized
society. It is a frontier for decentralization and colonizing new territories but also
a pioneering practice when it comes to
physical manifestations of the network society. The new nomad condition serves as
a refuge for people who escape the urban
and suburban conditions out of boredom
or necessity and it is a testing ground for
HYHU QHZ VSDWLDO FRQ¿JXUDWLRQV RQ PXOtiple scales. In one sense the RV is a very
individualistic urban project but it is also
a vehicle for bringing people from different walks of life together. Socially the RV
world is all about community but the community is built on individual freedom and

By allowing planning processes to enable
informal initiatives instead of limiting them
and recognizing the changing potential of
transient populations and spatial practices
we can make cities more resilient to changing conditions. By learning from the agile
arrangements and totally networked state of
the RV society we can create a real smart city
where perceptive governance and high tech
communications come together to enable
ORZWHFK',<VROXWLRQVWRXUEDQLVVXHV

Living the RV life means embracing immaterial culture and being a part of a society of
networks and ever-changing mobile communities, communities that gather and disperse,
in real life and online, again and again creDWLQJQHZFRQ¿JXUDWLRQVDQGSDWWHUQVHYHU\
time. The nomad city is not planned but a
UHVXOW RI D ÀXLG SDWWHUQ RI OLYLQJ HPHUJLQJ
ZLWKLQ D ÀH[LEOH QHWZRUN 7KH LGHD RI WKH
mobile home, its in recent decades added
possibilities thanks to digital networks and
social media, acts as a strong symbol of an
emerging new American dream in the shared
habitus of the RV community.

7.1 Fluid Urban Form

7KH QRPDG FLW\ LV D ÀXLG XUEDQ IRUP WKDW
is extremely adaptable to societal changes,
mirroring society’s development as well as
the changing landscape it inhabits. It recreates itself and revises the common habitus of
its citizens with every iteration. It is a return
to nature through the use of technology that
creates an insular urban fabric that is networked but not isolated and makes for a new
NLQG RI GLYHUVLW\ 7KH TXHVWLRQ RI ZKHWKHU
WKHFKDQJHV,KDYHREVHUYHGWKURXJKP\¿HOG
studies are emblematic of current events or
cyclic, perpetually repeating themselves still
UHPDLQV)XUWKHUVWXGLHVDUHUHTXLUHG

The community building and communication patterns of contemporary RV nomads
are an embodiment of Manuel Castells’ theRU\DERXWVRFLHW\DVDVSDFHRIÀRZV  
As members of the community travel across
great distances, meet and create temporary
urban formations only to disband and hit the
road again, the RVs act as homes in a literal
VWDWHRIÀRZ7KLVÀRZLVRYHUODLGE\DQHWZRUNRIVRFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQÀRZLQJEHWZHHQ
the mobile units producing an urbanity that
is physically spread but densely connected
socially. This nomadic community functLRQVDVDVRFLDOO\FRKHUHQWXUEDQ¿HOGWKHLU
SUDFWLFHVDUHQRWDQWLXUEDQE\GH¿QLWLRQEXW
rather producing an alternate form of decentralized urbanism. The mobility and clustering behavior of the RV community leads us
WRUHGH¿QHWKHLGHDRIXUEDQGHQVLW\,WLVQR
longer just a material condition but a socioinformational concept that is not stable but in
DVWDWHRIFRQVWDQWÀXFWXDWLRQDQGLQVWDELOLW\

total mobility, maybe a form of community
more suited to the increasingly individualized society of today?

7.
Conclusion
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In the era of post-Fordism we see an inFUHDVHG ÀH[LELOL]DWLRQ RI VRFLDO SURFHVVHV
WKDWLVDOVRUHÀHFWHGLQVSDFH:HVHHDVSDtial dynamization of services, where many
HPSOR\HHVQRORQJHUKDYHD¿[HGZRUNSODFH
and permanent ownership is increasingly re-

Up until the present day urban development
has primarily been understood as an act of
colonization: developing land and erecting
buildings. However, since the old industrial
nations are becoming completely urbanized
(the land mass occupied by cities worldwide
is projected to almost triple between the
years 2000 to 2030) and their populations are
stagnating, the idea of colonization is losLQJLWVMXVWL¿FDWLRQ,QWKLVSRVWFRORQLDODJH
ZKHUH WRWDO XUEDQLW\ PDNHV WKH XUEDQUXUDO
divide obsolete, our task is instead to address
what we have and how it has accumulated
over time. Continuously transforming what
we already have is the key to developing the
city of tomorrow. In this process the built
environment is no longer the goal, but the
starting point, a radical shift in mindset for
planners and architects.

Each wave of escapism and further decentralization challenges the idea of the traditional
American city. The endless search for new
settlement leads to the abandonment of parts
of inner cities that then become fair game for
temporary uses and mobile practices. This
type of disused space is traditionally regarded as a failure for planners and developers
but for the perpetrators of temporary use it is
the opposite, an opportunity and a resource.
&RQVHTXHQWO\DK\SRWKHWLFDOSURFHVVZKHUH
a city is decentralized through the use of mobile spatial practices can eventually lead to
the city itself becoming an arena for the same
kind of nomad communities that leads to its
decline. It is a circular economy of abandonment and reclaiming.

7.2 Temporal Instability

Existing cities are facing an increasingly
ÀXLGIXWXUHGXHWRERWKODUJHVFDOHPLJUDWLRQ
and young urban nomads in a precarious situation traveling the world’s urban centers in
search for jobs. This leads to informal places
and forces in the urban as well as social fabric of cities becoming increasingly important
to citizens and to the development of cities.
In the global South these informal initiatives
are more widespread and help create social
and tech innovations that increase the transactive capacity of the urban fabric and creates
new agile possibilities for people to make a

7.3 Enabling Catalysis

SODFHG E\ VSRUDGLF DFFHVV H[HPSOL¿HG IRU
H[DPSOHE\FDUVKDULQJVFKHPHVDQGFRI¿FH
work environments. In this augmented form
of urbanism there is a potential for completely new urban practices. Temporary uses are
the pioneers of many new practices. They
are also deinstitutionalizing former ways of
life in many ways and allow people who do
not already have access to resources to actively design the city. This has a variety of effects on society, both positive and negative.
We have more choices and more social and
actual mobility is increasing, both upwards
and downwards. More young people than
ever are stuck in a precarious existence and
are forced into informal and temporary life
patterns. Other individuals dwell or work in
the informal and temporary sector of society
by choice, since it affords them new exciting
opportunities, or maybe they are just acceptLQJWKHIDFWWKDWWKHVWUXFWXUDOLQHTXDOLWLHVRI
WKH$PHULFDQ¿QDQFLDOV\VWHPJLYHVWKHPD
choice between crippling debt or mobile life
and try to look at the bright side of it. The
people who make up this new urban community often have unsteady work and living
conditions and in one sense form a new kind
of underclass but they are also part of a new
DYDQWJDUGHOHDGLQJWKHZD\LQWRWKHÀXLGXUban future.

There are precedents to this approach. In the
V9HQWXULDQG6FRWW%URZQSUHVHQWHGWKH
non-plan as an answer to the urban needs of
the new type of urbanity they were investigating in Las Vegas, a method for harnessing
the power of this, at the time, emerging urban
form. It was described as a way to “plunge
into the heterogeneity” of the postmodern
ODQGVFDSH   ,Q KHU UDGLFDQW PHWKRG
Jana Revedin presented strategies aiming

Nowhere is this attitudinal change more necessary than when we are trying to plan for
and enable an increasingly mobile urban future. We need to incorporate unanticipated
developments and the energy of spontaneous uses in the planning process in order to
harness their potential. This approach will
be calling fundamental parameters of clasVLFXUEDQSODQQLQJLQWRTXHVWLRQ,QRUGHUWR
integrate and cultivate mobile and temporary
uses as a part of the existing urban fabric the
relationship between end goal and process
will be reversed: instead of formulating a
goal and then working towards it, we must
initiate and facilitate a transition from one
state to another.

living, however precarious, from very bleak
circumstances. In our times of ever increasing economic and environmental stress on a
global scale, the developed North also needs
to take advantage of the possibilities of inIRUPDO GHYHORSPHQW WR ¿QG WKH DQVZHU WR
QHZXUEDQTXHVWLRQV+RZHYHUFODVVLFXUEDQ
planning does not operate in a manner that
allows or encourages these types of practices. The role of planning needs to change.
It should not primarily decide what is built
but to enable the emerging practices that are
there. Instead of developing a grand plan, we
should allow for a multitude of bottom up
processes to lead the way of development. In
the words of Cedric Price: “The primary aim
of planning is not to specify an ideal state but
to open up to new possibilities”.
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Finally, I see the work presented here as a
starting point for a larger process of investigating mobile spatial practices. If we are
looking to truly understand the agents who
create urban catalysis and not just theorize
about them, the nomad cities of the Southwest are prime arenas, an urban laboratory
for a mobile future that has long been neglected in urban research. Further in depth
DQG UHFXUULQJ VWXGLHV DUH UHTXLUHG IRU XV WR
fully understand the spatial practices of the
RV world and how understanding them can
help us build better cities.

7HPSRUDU\ DQGRU LQIRUPDO XUEDQ SUDFWLFHV
often have the potential to act as urban catalysts, triggering development and setting
free new energy while consuming no energy
themselves. A way to reinvigorate the urban
realm that is easier, faster and more inclusive
than renewal or revitalization. A generative
process where smaller achievements are allowed to spur further achievements instead
of a big master plan and top down planning
acting as sole drivers for development. Planners need to enable these types of practices,
help them claim space and potentially become formalized in order to be able to exploit their potential.

to create resilient cities and catalytic chain
reactions by using participatory and community driven design based on informal practices and cross-disciplinary urban mapping
(2014). Marco Casagrande introduced the
idea of urban acupuncture, a method based
RQLQIRUPDOVLWHVSHFL¿FLQWHUYHQWLRQVLQWKH
urban fabric aimed to ruin the industrial city.
By small scale initiatives that create ripple
effects and thereby a transformation of the
city the ultimate aim is to connect modern
man with nature to create a third generation
city, a city beyond the industrial paradigm
(2015).

Next spread
Dilapidated trailer outside Blythe, CA
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